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INTRODUCTORY.

THE writer’s object, in writing this Hand-book, is to place
into the hands of painters, in a handy form, and for

future reference, some data, figures and facts too burdensome
to charge the memory with; and, also, to make an effort to

\ place those members of the craft who, from any cause, are not
in the front ranks of advanced knowledge in art, in such a
position, that with some little labor on their part, they may
go on from strength to strength, and may be able to compre-
hend the heights and depths that there are in the science of

chromatics, or the art of producing pleasant and agreeable
effects, or harmony, in the combinations of color. As those
who have studied this matter know well, there are pro-

found depths to this intensely interesting science. To sound
these fully is impossible in a limited space. The writer will

endeavor, for this reason, to compass his object by discard-

ing, as much as possible, all merely theoretic and unverified
problems, and state in as few words as he can, the simple
condensed truths or. facts. These truths and facts have
been selected, or collated, from much that has been authori-

|

tatively written on the subject of color harmony, which state-

ment will, he hopes, excuse the dogmatic style he has

\

adopted, and be accepted as the reason why he has not

|

quoted all his authorities in full or given extended argu-
ments in support of his assertions.

He will also ask the pardon of his fellow craftsmen who
have had a long and varied experience, for recommending
much that they may know as well or better than himself.
They may know however, that there are in our ranks many
young and worthy men ,who are ambitious to excel, and of
such who shall say how much may, or may not be, profit-

able to them. He therefore hopes that the work may be
an aid, however slight, in placing such co-workers in the

craft, (which has been his own life-work,) fully abreast of
the present time.

Colors may vary in quality, but the Phoenix brand ofPure
White Lead does not. It is always the best
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regarding color harmony.
The art of determining by the eye alone, which are the

colors giving pleasing effects when placed in combination
and contrast, or those which do not, is a gift which com-
paratively few persons possess. Painters who have this giftor talent are usually successful in their craft; for by mean?
of it they are not only able to please their customers by, oflthrough the artistic beauty of their work, but are successful
for the: additional reason that they do not have to resort to

1 amt and try methods,” in mixing and contrasting colorior shades, saving to themselves, thereby, in both time and

of In advantage
"S ‘° d° W°' k^ JUSt 50 muih

at u‘at"'

le 'lye ' S P°Wer “ ,h ‘S Case
’ and a money-saving one

In order to aid those who do not possess this gift natur-W
ally, i may be proper to say that scientific observers haveformulated a system by means of which pleasing combina-
t ons and the best results can surely be had, without doubt,

of colo:s“e
Pa“daS ^ “ Unpr°<itaU

’
r bad —genrent

In order that an intelligent and practical idea of this all-
important subject may be arrived at, the following sectionon color harmony” has been added to this Hand-Book
with the hope that it will satisfy a long-felt want in as
practical a way as limited space will allow, without enteringmto a discussion very largely upon the merits or demerits of
conflicting theories.

Ihe system, facts and practical results hereafter to be
stated are based upon the theories and experiments of M
Michael Eugene Chevreul, Sir Christopher Dresser and Prof.
Church, and any differences from their views are all on the
side of practicability.

These names are ample authority for any statement theymay make concerning the art of coloring. M. Chevreul is
the oldest I rofessor in the world (so stated), having lately
passed his one hundredth birthday. A very large part of
his long life has been passed as Director of the Color De-
partment of the French Gobelin Tapestry Factory, but oXwhom n .s stated that, ‘‘His eye is not yet dim nor his
natural mental faculties abated.” Of Sir Christopher Dres-

^C°f°rs do not lose their brilliancy when mixed with
the Phoen/x brand of Pure White Lead.
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ser, Ph. D., F. L. S., etc., it may be said that none excel him
as a designer and decorator. The recent implulse in the im-
provement of old, and the invention of new styles of color
and ornament in wall papers is due largely to him.

'ixr^v°^V^
UrC ^1 *s an Englishman well and favorably known.

With this galaxy of authority we may well be pardoned for
reiterating their opinions.

THE PRINCIPLE OF COLOR HARMONY.
The Rainbow or Solar Spectrum is probably the prettiest

;

arrangement of color in nature, it is the foundation on which
‘ has been built the theory of color harmony. The rainbow

is simply light analyzed into its elements, that is, its colors.
Newton taught that these elements or colors were seven, viz :

j

violet
, indigo

, blue
,
green

,
yellow

,
orange and red. Later ob-

servers have, however, narrowed these elements down to
|

three, red
,
blue

, and yellow. These three then are the only
essential colors, because, having these, all other colors can bemade from them.
Primary colors are the pure elemental colors, blue

, red
yellow. * *

Secondary colors result from combining equal parts of anvtwo primaries, as orange
,
green.

J

Tertiary colors result from combining two secondaries as
russet or citrine. ’

n
w y

i

bipf
oper t(

?
®tate

’ however, that other opinions are held
*“i^rated German scientist, contends that the

'
.

> “ vcicuiateu Vjrtjnnan scientist, contends that thr»primary colors are five (5), namely, red yellow, green, blue, and vio-
1

l *e Pr(
?\- phirk Maxwell differs from him to this extent that

\ vnriV«
n
thi?K

ent
i

a
^
c?lors,

are scarlet, green, and blue. Prof. Youngvaries this by claiming that red, green, and violet are the primaries’
:

Concerning these Prof. Church voices the opinion of practiVal menby say ing substantially of Maxwell, that however much his experi-ments may prove his position when colored light is the subject of

is Setter
6114,^ m practice the common theory (as in the text above)

In the rainbow we see the three primary colors all at
once, or simultaneously

,
partly pure, partly in contrast and

combination, hence the law: That a full harmony of contrast
requires the presence of yellow, red, and blue in prismatic
proportions, namely, of yellow 3, of red 5, and of blue 8 parts
respectively, 1. e., parts of surface or depth of color, and not of

colors of different manufacturers vary in excellence
so it is with Pure White Lead.

’
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weight of material. It is in conformity with this law that blue
looks pretty in contrast with orange

,
a fact which the gentler

sex very well know, and their judgment is worth much in this
matter. Orange is a secondary color, being composed of red
and yellow. Both of these colors the eye detects in its com-
position and instinctively calls up blue to combine or con-
trast with them. This color, when furnished, completes
the harmony, because the three primary colors are present
and visible to the eye, although two of them (red and yel-
low) are in combination (in the orange) and only one (blue)
is pure. It is blue

,
therefore, which is complenientary to

orange.

In like manner red and green form an agreeable contrast,
and for the same reason, viz : two of the primaries are in the
green (blue and yellow), the only primary lacking of the
three is red

,
therefore red is the complementary color to green.

Violet and yellow are complementary for the same reason
because the eye detects the presence of red and blue in vio-
let and requires yellow to contrast or combine with them.

In confirmation of the above statements it is a singular fact that
the eye will, to a great extent, create any color of which there is a,
deficiency. This can be proven as follows: Place a bright red spot
or circle, about the size of a quarter, on a piece of white or light grey
paper, and look intently upon it for some time. A green halo will
appear around it. or after gazing for some time at the (red) disc, jerk
it away bv suitable means and a green spot will for an instant or so
seem to take its place. This then proves that the eve instinctively
requires green to contrast with red and demonstrates that the one
is the complement of the other. The like will be the result with
any bright colors, such as blue and orange or violet and yellow.

It is for the above reasons that non-complementary colors, when
placed side and side, either absorb qualities which do not belong to
thPTn OT* lnfiP thnco vt’Vn’n'h tbrnr /1a y « ^7..^ .. l»them or lose those which they do possess. Thu s a blue spoils a black
£y m^ngit look n/s^, a red spoils a blue by making it look green-~*J XT V 6

.
« » CU tspuns a uiue oy inaKing it iook qrccn-

Wi. Nature and the concurrent testimonv of an educated taste
therefore combine to certify that the brightest, purest and best ef-
fects in coloring are attainable when complementary contrasts are

A complementary color may now be defined to mean Any
color which, when placed in combination or contrast with
another color

, Jills or completes the natural harmony with that
color.

The Natural Harmony being understood to be the har-
mony resulting from a simultaneous view of the three essential

Colors are frequently adulterated with barytes. An
ounce of gold will be paid for every ounce of adulteration found
in the Phoenix brand of Pure White Lead.
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or Pnmary colors of the solar spectrum, blue, red and yellow

]^rJl
mU

-

an
,T

US Vlew comP<-ehends the viewing oi eitherthe colors m their pure state when in juxtaposition, as bluered and yellow or when any two of them are mixed and’the resultant color (a secondary) is nlarerl in ™ i
*

.

with the remaining third primary, as orange and blue" "greenand red, or violet and yellow.
ana Dine, green

Every color hue, tint, or shade has its own comhle-

7oat}
and thC ^ WktCh *S aMlicable t0 one « applicable

Hues are modifications of color by other colors
Tints are produced by adding white to colors or hues.Shades are produced in like manner by adding blackTones signify colors or hues mixed with varying nronor-re!

0f

|^r

d^
t

:hem
b,aCk - *** Weakens - reduces^! he

Complementary colors not only furnish the greatest con

Hon wHi
eyT Ual

'{
hdP and stre„gthen Lh otherNon complementary colors, when in juxtaposition eitherlUtually help each other, or, one is improved while theotner is injured; ox, they mutually injure each other Anexample of theyto class is found in yellow and blue Of

n
e

^Tnd
CS"^ and MuisA-™let

< and ‘he third case

While and black are considered complementary.

rol IA" aVe
er
rn u h^Ipf

4 '' (tbat bIue <«,d
larmonious, and similar to the iWtinTn

tlie7 are to an ex'tcnt
Sts when the treble is acc^ T)aS hv^™^ny ln

,
music whi(:b ex-

simply incomplete.
P ied the base only—the harmony

ordel
J.

t0 f n(^ quickly the complement to any selectedolor a diagram of color harmony has been devLed tovhich reference is now made (Frontispiece).
’

. ,

h
!

s dlagraai
,

ls constructed conformably to the law as

ZcTrL?Plh^ a

i

°Ve>
,r

d iS believed *° he Lubstan-
ill* 7 r J

may we^ to state, however, that colors

e It^ll
S

^htIy
nTb

hen
r
SlUU °Ut fr°m hght,’ andother-

rio'tive The rh
‘herefo*e to note these conditions, de-"P‘ye

' I
he hree primary colors should be the best pur-

v
d roost brilliant obtainable, for the best of them Lor-ay, only by courtesy,” the colors of the spectrum The

ftstxr1 w,th the Phcenix brand °f Pure wMeLead
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secondary colors lying midway between these primaries, in

each case should be just midway in color
,
partaking of both

|

primaries equally
,
but inclining to neither, and so it should

\

also be with the hues between the primaries and secondaries

;

|

alternating between the colors and hues are tints formed in :

like manner equally of each abutting color and hue. On such j

a diagram these modulations are of course limited in num-1
ber, as it would be next to impossible to exhibit all the vari-J

ations Svhich might be formed from three primaries. Al-j

though impossible in fact, this must, however, be the sup-J
position, viz : that every color and variation of color, hue

j

and tint is represented, each formed equally of and gliding
\

imperceptibly into the other.

The diagram is in the form of two circles
,
an inner and an i

outer one. The inner one embracing the three primaries,
J

three secondaries, six hues and twelve tints—twenty-four

unequal divisions in all—and all progressing by half tones
\

from one to the other, and numbered from No. I up to No.J
24 consecutively. The outer circle is divided into twelve

divisions, also unequal, and embracing the tertiaries or!

third mixtures, and are numbered from 1 A to 12 A in-j

elusive.

It were possibly better if this circle had also had the same num-
ber of divisions, together with modulations of color, as had the in-,

ner one, for there are as many variations in the tertiaries as there

are in the simpler colors. This arrangement was found, however, ;

to be impractical. Imagine, then, that there is a tertiary for each
color, hue and tint contained within the inner circle.

The tertiaries are all formed by combining two of the sec-

ondaries. Thus citrine is the yellow tertiary

;

it is formed of

orange and green
,
having, therefore, two equivalents of yel-

1

low (one in orange and one in green), and one each of blue

and red (the former in the green, the latter in the orange),!

the yellow predominating makes it the yellow tertiary.-

Russet is the red tertiary, and is formed of orange and purple J
in the composition of both of which colors is red

,
and so,

following the same reasoning as with citrine and yellow, it

(red) predominates, leaving one equivalent only of yellow

and blue to complete the combination. Slate for the same

reason is the blue tertiary.

The tertiaries are all greys. Citrine is a yellow-grey, rus-

set, a red
;
and slate a blue-grey. If all were mixed to-

gether a neutral or pure grey would result.

8®" Colors have in themselves very little body ; the Phoenix

brand of Pure White Lead gives this quality to them.

1
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The same law which governs the primaries and secondaries

applies also to the iertiaries. Therefore three of them are re-

quired for a full harmony
,
and, if the outer circle had the

same number of divisions as the inner, the tertiaries would
appear over their nominating primaries, and would be linked

with them. Thus, citrine, the yellow-grey, makes a good har-

mony with redand blue.

HOW TO USE THE DIAGRAM.
(See Frontispiece.)

i

Remember the law of color harmony requires in a combi-

nation the presence of the three primaries
,
either pure or

mixed, i. e., in the form of secondaries or tertiaries. Such
being the case, it follows that, as the diagram is divided into

24 parts, each eighth division from the starting-point or one-

\ third the whole will be one of those three colors required.

As an example, suppose there is a color for which two har-

monious contrasts are desired, the color in this case being

No. 4. Eight divisions from No. 4 gives No. 12, and eight

S
divisions from the latter gives No. 20. These colors then,

namely 12 and 20, are the proper ones to contrast with No. 4.

The same rule holds good if combinations of 4, 6, 8 or 12

colors are desired
;

in the case of 4, every 6th color must be

taken; with 6, every 4th; with 8 every $d, while with 12

| every other division makes the harmony.
The complementary color

,
for any one chosen will be found

I exactly opposite to it or half way around the circle, 12 di-

|

visions.

Strictly speaking, the hard and fast rules laid down above have
to be tempered with judgment to a certain extent. It is practically

impossible to blend the colors in a circle of harmony so that one
will melt into the other imperceptibly. For this reason the place in

the circle must determine, to a great extent, the correctness of any
color, etc., and not the exact color, etc., given on the diagram.

An example of what is meant by this is that No. 2 on the dia-

gram is not the exact proper color for that location ; its true theoretical

tint should be between the pure yellow and the yellow-orange of

No. 3, of which here No. 2 is supposed to be merely a tint.

fl^rThe Phoenix brand of Pure White Lead has a reputation

of fifty years standing. Its superiority has never been ques-

tioned.
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HINTS ON COLORING.
Outside Work.

J*£Tin
% ‘i*®

ou,sicIe
,

of a house
. as a rule, crude, loud

?nn? l

g Cf e
. ,

are " ot ln Sood t^te; hence, pure color*toned down considerably with white or some black will crm

ms
Ie

The
SfaC

I

t0ry
i

reSUltS;
‘J'

6 maj°rity prefer but few col.

°f
.',

d
,

he color
’ however, largely depends upon the styleof the house. A Swiss or Queen Anne style will bear muchronger treatment than a plain, square, old style of houseIn any case the proper treatment depends greatly on the surl™“,dings ' If the roof of a house is painted and is promi-

,f b* h
Se

i

en
’ 3

^°,
ng c

,°.
n
f
last is Senerally allowable, especially

if its background be thick green foliage
;
in such a case red orbrown is good. On the body of the house itself a creamv

tint may be put; while some shades of citrine can be used forthe trimmings and blinds, picking out any ornamental pro*cesses m small masses (and perhaps the porch ceilings also)in blue or bluish tones. It will be seen that in this scheme
e have representatives of the three primary colors. This isthe principle which underlies the whole system, and whichmay be varied, however, to the extent of the color shopand giving combinations innumerable. Frequently it is thecase that the less obvious the design is manifested, the morebewitching is the harmony; an end accomplished by the useof tints of the tertiary colors. As there is a great prejudice^

against any new eflects, even if they are good, the painterhad better follow the beaten track to some extent, than lead
off too radically at Ins own expense, and if not quite sure ofa combination, follow the plan of creating sufficient contrast 1
link

sca e
.’
tha

!

is
’ by deepening the tone ratherthan by a difference in color.

Inside Work.
In decorating a room as good a way as any to begin is to

start from the carpet, the prevailing hue of which we will
suppose is in the scale of No. 8 on the diagram; here wehave a red

;
the walls demand a blue, No. 16, but it had bet-

ter be of a dull, greenish order, with some white and black.Have respect also to the pictures and articles of ornament
which are to hang upon it or stand against it. A series ofcreamy ti nts and shades on the ceiling, interspersed, per-

ti^With the Phoenix brand of Pure White Lead, reliable
colors and materials, you can be sure of good results.
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haps, with some tones of citrine will balance the whole work

and make a very pretty room. Sometimes, however, blue

tones are objectionable on a wall. If this be the case, you

can reverse the order, and put the blue on the ceiling and

the yellow tints on the wall.

If the walls are to be papered, it is presumed this

has been chosen suitable to the carpet, then start from the

wall paper and strike a light tint of its complement; that is,

take the general tone of the paper which will generally be

found in its ground color, but not always. Having obtained

an idea of the general cast of the paper, get its complement

and use a light tint of it for the field or broad part of the

ceiling. If there be a paper frieze, it ought to have been

matched or harmonized with the paper; allowing this to be

so, take the colors for the cornice above the frieze from it,

so as to continue the cornice as if it were a part of the frieze.

This method is the more usual way of treatment. Some-

times, however, the cornice is made as if it were a part of

the ceiling, and colored to match it
;
the former is the better

plan. In following the latter method put the darker shades

of the frieze upon the lower part of the cornice, and the

lighter shades upon the upper part
;
the cove of the cornice

will generally bear some strong color. Usually one is found

in the frieze (either use this or a color complementary to it).

The center-piece of such a ceiling should be treated with

the same colors as the cornice. Sometimes one or more

members of the cornice moulding and prominent portions

of the center-piece are much improved by a coat of gold or

colored bronze. If colored bronzes are used, have them

match, or be complementary to the ground color. This ef-

fect may oftentimes be got by using a light and bright

stripe of a complementary color, or one suggestive of or in

accord with prominent colors in the room.

In painting the wood-work it is usual to paint it in 2 tones

of the wall color, or the prevailing tone of the paper. Say

the panels of doors, the jambs and part of the base of the

lighter tint, and trim with darker shade, with a stripe or

stripes on certain beads or chamfered edges, with a bright

complementary color or gold bronze.

It will easily be seen that specific directions can only be

made according to circumstances. I may urge again, how-

ever, that it is safer as a rule, in a complementary treatment,

gi^The most select brands of pig lead alone are used in the

manufacture of the Phoenix brand of Pure White Lead.
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to dull the tints and tones pretty well. Rather err, if you
err, on the side of quietness and modesty than on the re-
verse.

SELECTIONS FROM PROF. CHURCH.
The effect of colors with white

,
grey and black :

Yellow with White is rendered darker, less luminous, and less
prominent, and acquires a faint greenish hue; the lighter
the tone of the yellow, the less pleasing is the combina-
tion.

Yellow with Grey is rendered darker, less luminous, and,
perhaps, a trifle more orange, when the gray is of about
the same intensity or tone as the yellow. The combina-
tion is not satisfactory, but it becomes so when the grey is

rather deep, the yellow then recovering brightness.
Yellow with Black is rendered lighter or paler, more lumin-

ous, and more prominent. The combination affords the
most intense contrast, next to that of white with black.
1 he blackness of the black acquires a somewhat bluish-
violet hue, which has a tendency to enrich it.

Orange with White is rendered darker, and. perhaps, a
trifle more reddish. The contrast between orange and
white is much greater than that between yellow and
white, and the combination is consequently more effect- -

ive.

Orange with Grey, when the latter is pale, is darkened and
reddened with deep tones of grey. Orange becomes more
luminous.

Orange with Black becomes more luminous and yellower,
the contrast is next in intensity to that afforded by yellow
with black.

Red with White becomes more intense and of a deeper
tone. The combination, as to intensity of contrast, is

similar to that of green with white; being less decided
than that of blue and violet with white, l>ut more so than
that of yellow and orange with white.

Red with Grey, where the latter is pale, becomes more in-

tense, deeper, and occasionally acquires a slight bluish
,hue.

Red with Black becomes more luminous and slightly yel-
lower.

fte^TThe Phoenix brand of Pure White Lead
corroded before it is ground.

is thoroughly
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Violet with White affords a contrast of very decided char-

acter, owing to the great difference of tone between a full

violet and white. The violet is rendered deeper in tone

in this combination.

Violet with Grey. The distinctive color of the violet makes
itself felt in this combination, which is a quiet and agree-

able one.

Violet with Black affords an instance of the harmonies of

analogy rather than that of contrast. The violet is en-

riched by its proximity with black, but the latter thereby

acquires a rusty hue which takes away from its richness.

Blue with White constitutes a pleasing combination. The
contrast is very decided where the tone of the blue is

deep; the effect of white clouds in deepening the tone of

the sky is a good example of one of the chief characteris-

tics of the combination.
Blue with Grey. Grey enhances the tone and quality of

blue, deepening it to a remarkable extent under certain

circumstances.

Blue with Black. This combination resembles that of vi-

olet with black, but is less agreeable, especially where the

blue is of a deep tone
;
light shades of blue are rendered

paler and more luminous by contiguity with black.

Green with White becomes more intense and of a deeper tone.

Green is distinctly improved by the presence of white.

Green with Grey becomes deeper in tone.

Green with Black is rendered rather lighter in tone, and
more brilliant; but the black suffers in purity, and be-

comes slightly tinged with a ruddy hue, the result of add-

ing to the black red, the complementary color of the

neighboring green.

On this same subject Chevereul has to say

:

White surfaces are modified by contiguous colors, and so

are black, the tone of the complementary color usually ap-

pearing.

Grey, between colors, helps to harmonize them by sepa-

rating them.
Colors change their appearance under different circum-

stances. Light is one of the principal causes for such

changes. Colors which are complementary in daylight may
not be so when seen in artifical light

,
much depending on the

kind of light used.

f$gjg*Linseed oil loses valuable qualities when it is bleached

by the use of chemicals.

A
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Gloss and form also modify color.
The greatest change

, however
,

to which colors are subjected
results from the effect of the colors with which they are put in
contrast.

As examples of this:

Red placed in contrast with blue appears yellower
Red placed in contrast with yellow appears bluer.
Red placed in contrast with green appears brighter and

purer. b

Red in contrast with white appears lighter and brighter.
Red in contrast with grey appears brighter. Thus the

same red may appear to be different reds under the various
conditions in which it is viewed.

When two colors do not look well together
, separating them

with white or black usually gives a better effect. The latter
(black) often gives better results than the former. As an
illustration: Red and orange do' not appear well together,
but if they be separated by black an agreeable effect is pro-
duced. Again: White makes light blue and light red har-
monize better than it does dark blue and dark red

, because
the two latter colors present too great a contrast in tone—
a result always to be avoided.

QUALITY OF COLORS. (Sir Christopher Dresser.)

Blue is a cold color, and appears to recede from the eye.
Red is a warm color. It is exciting . It remains stationary

as to distance.

Yellow is the color most allied to light
, it appears to advance

toward the spectator.

At twilight blue appears lighter than it ‘is; red much
darker, and yelltnv slightly lighter. By some artificial light a
pure yellow appears lighter than white itself, when viewed
in contrast with certain other colors.

Black, white and gold are neutral as regards color.
When a color is placed on a. gold ground, it should be out

lined with a darker shade of its oivn color.

When a gold ornament falls on a colored ground, it should
be outlined with black.

When an ornament falls on a ground which is in direct
harmony with it, it must be outlined with a lighter tint of its

S^The Body and Fineness of the Phoenix brand of Pure
White Lead is equaled by no other Brand of White Lead in
the market.

—
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own color; thus, when a red ornament falls on a green

ground, the ornament must be outlined with light red.

When the ornament and ground are in two tints of the

same color
,
if the ornament is darker than the ground it will

require outlining with a still darker tint of the same color;

but if lighter than the ground, no outline will be required.

Selections from Sir Christopher Dresser
,
Ph.D.

y
F.L.S. f

etc.

tf A decorator is called in to beautify a house, and yet not

one in fifty of the so-called decorators knows even the first

principles of their art, and would not believe, were they

told, of the power of the art which they employ. They
place on the walls a few sickly tints, so pale that their want
of harmony is not very apparent. The colors of the walls

become the colors of the ceiling, the cornice and the doors,

because they know not how to produce a harmony of hues;

and the result is a house which may be clean, but which, in

every other respect, is an offense against good taste. I do
not wonder that persons here in England do not care to have
their houses ‘ decorated, ’ nor do I wonder at their not ap-

preciating the * decorating’ when they are done.”
“ Color, lovely color, of itself would make our rooms

charming, but where are the priests who understand their

mistress?”

We scarcely ever deal with pure colors, or their shades
or tints. For this reason we have to avoid the use of our
purest pigments in such quantities as render their poverty of

nature manifest; and to use for large surfaces such tints as,

thro’ their subtlety of composition, interest and please. A
tint, the composition of which is not apparent

,
is always prefer-

able to one of a more obviousformation.
To do what I here mean, it is not necessary that many

pigments be mixed together in order to their formation
;
the

effect of which I speak can frequently be got by two well-chosen

pigments.

By the co-mingling (not co-mixing) of colors (i. e., in

small masses), a rich and bloomy effect can be got, having
the general effect of a tertiary color of any desired hue.

Thus, if a wall be covered with little ornamental flowerets,

by coloring all alike, and letting each contain two parts of

yellow and one part of blue and one of red, the distant hue

'ftf^TThe body of the Phoenix brand of Pure White Lead is

not ruined by the use of chemicals to bleach the oil.
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will be that of citrine. The same effect will result if thenowers are colored variously, while the same proportions ofthe pnmanes are preserved throughout. I can conceive ofno decoiative effects more subtle, rich and lovely than thoseof which I now speak. ?

Imagine ihree rooms, all connected by open archways, and
all decorated with a thousand flower-like ornaments, and

lTnL“ °,ed ’ thlS m
L
ingIed manner

, that in one room
lll ?,i,i !i, !

nateS
’ \
n an0

.

ther red, and in another yellow: wemid then have a beautiful tertiary bloom in each, a subtle

™eafmeft°
f
757’ ex<l“isUe deIica<T and refinement ofeatment, a fullness, such as always results from a richmingling of hues. The general effect being, the one appear,mg as olive, another as citrine, and the other as russet

DESIGN {from Dresser).

Good ornament, good decoration of any character, have

ignorant
WhlC^ appeal to ttie educated, but are silent to the

We must inquire into the general revelation which the or-nament of any particular people or of any historic age makes
' to us

> and also the utterances of individual forms.
In Egyptian ornament, as an illustration,

take the lotus or blue water-lily, repeated
over and over again in their ornament. Notice
there is a severity, a rigidity of line, a sort
of sternness in it. Length of line, severity of
form, firmness of drawing, and subtleness
of curve are the great characteristics of
Egyptian ornament. The Egyptians were a
severe people, their ornaments were all ordered
y their priesthood

; they were symbols
of some truth or dogma inculcated by their
priests. The lotus was their first spring flower,
and presaged the coming harvest and plenty.

nfr a
S^be was symbolic of the powerful protection

01
y

kingdom
; it was ordered to 'be placed overevery lintel or door-post. This figure

Moses of old despised by the sprink-
ling of blood upon the same place.
Hut we find no such thing as symbol-

Vafue of a P'9men t depends upon its wearing qua/i-
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ism in Grecian decoration
,
the general expression of Greek

art is refinement. The Greek Anthemion may be regarded
as their principal ornament, but it must not be thought that

the Greek ornaments and ar-
chitectural forms present noth-
ing but refinement, for this is

not the case. Great as is the
refinement of some of these
forms, we yet notice that they
yet speak of more than the per-
fected taste of their producers.
For they reveal this fact, that
their creators had great knowl-

, , , . ,
edge of natural forces, and the

laws by which natural forces are governed. Instance theDone column, in Roman ornament. The materials of which
their works were formed were considered rather than the
shapes which they assumed.
They adopted a large part of the distinctive ornament of

the peoples conquered by them.
The Romans, however, had the round arch as a primary

element m the construction of their edifices, this was also
Byzantine. Norman buildings again show us the round
arch, and present us with such intersected arcs as would nat-
urally suggest the pointed arch of later times, with whichcame the full development of Gothic or Christian architec-
ture and ornament. Gothic ornament,
hke the Egyptian, is essentially symbolic.
Ihe triangle, the trefoil and the inter-
laced circles are symbols of the Trinity
the circles of eternity, three fishes, bap-
tism, the chalice, etc.
But this passed to undue adoration,

and thence, after the Reformation, into
disuse. Then came a revival of classic
learning, anything was preferred to the

,

Renaissance was based on the Roman remains, re-

rfht^ma'r
3 "" °f the Same^ us

I confess that all Renaissance ornament fails to awaken anvfeeling of sympathy in my breast. I enjoy the power andvigor of Egyptian ornament, the refinement of the Greek,

aJf^fgmerlt
W^ b* Chemica"y Pu™ “nd be m/ueless
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the gorgeousness of the Alhambraic, the richness of the Per-
;

sian and the Indian* the simple honesty and boldness of the
Gothic. But with the coarse Assyrian, the haughty Roman
and the cold Renaissance, I have no kindred feeling. I must
be pardoned for this feeling by those who differ from me in
judgment.
Ornament always has arisen out of architecture, or been a

mere reflex of the art principles of the building decorated.” j

These selections are made mainly to show that the proper ]
ornamental decoration of buildings is largely dependent on I
architecture, and also that decorators are not at liberty to 1
employ such figures as first come into their mind arbitralily, I

but that the whole matter of ornament is subject to law, and
]

to an educated person. Nothing more plainly shows a de-
]

ficient education than the introduction of an ornament
^which properly belongs to one style of building into another, i

and a totally different style or order.
Modern architecture, however, revels in strange associa-

j
tions. It seems to borrow ideas from all past times and Jwould fain invent a distinctively modern and American type, 1
which, however, is supposed to be a hard task to perform. I

HOW TO MEASURE A HOUSE FOR PAINTING.
There are three ways of taking painting work. First, by

|charging for the paint and other materials by the pound, I
and the time spent upon the work by the hour or day. 1
This is called “ by the day and pound ” method.
The second way is by the yard or square

;
that is, by the 1

square yard of nine square superficial feet, or the square of* jone hundred square feet, or io feet square. These two dif- 1
ferent ways of measuring prevail in different parts of the fcountry, and those who have long been accustomed to either t
way like that way the best. Having myself been accustomed f
to measure by the square, I think that is the best, and have i

this to say in its favor—that having arrived at the number jof square feet in a job, you simply set off the two right hand
\

figures, and then, as a result, you have the number of squares 1
the surface contained. 1 he two figures you have set off be- |ing integral parts of a square or one hundredths. If your I

price is one dollar per square, then it is one cent per foot. JAs an example, suppose you have measured 2,978 square

P^T'Work done with the Phoenix brand of Pure White Lead
will last four times as long as that done with cheap ready
mixed paints.
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spectable from age alone, but more so from the names en-
dorsing it.

Scale ofMeasurement Prices for Painting New and Old
Work,

Per Yard
New Wood Work, first coat 9 cts.“ “ second coat 12 “

“ M “ third coat 9 “

Old Wood Work, first coat 10 “
“ “ “ second coat 10 “

Plain Wall Work, first coat“ “ “ second coat,

“ “ “ for each additional coat
For Sizing, each coat
For Sanding, four coats of paint and two of sand" (scaftbld
extra)

Weatherboardiug, Lining Ceilings, Fences, arid Brick Wall’s*,
first coat

Brick Walls, second coat
. YY. . . ......

.

“ “ third coat

Staining and Jointing Brick Fronts or Walls, one coat

20 “

10 “
12 »

22 “

10 “
6 “

$1.00

16 cts.

16 “

10 “

40 ‘

$1.00

FANCY COLORS.
French or Paris Green, two coats exclusive of groundwork.. . 45 ctsChromo Green, one coat and each additional coat, exclusive
of groundwork. 15 *.

Varnish, one coat and each additional do. ’.
16 “

For Graining, imitations of Oak, Walnut, Mahogany, Maple or Mar-
ble, and one coat of Varnish, from 50 cents to $2 per vard, accord-
ing to the finish of the work, of which the measurers shall be the
judges.

For Bronzing, Gold Bronze from 75 cents to $3 per vard.
For Bronzing, Copper Bronze from 25 cents to $1 per yard,
r or Gloss Painting, 20 cents per yard for each coat, exclusive of the
groundwork.
Of this work the measurer shall be the judge.
I 11 case the employer shall furnish the material, the cost of the

same to be deducted from the measurement price.
Un plained Boards and Roughcast Walls:

First coat... 22 cts.
Second coat 18 “
Third coat .."...."""".I. 15 “

.
oo

Roofs, each coat 10 “
Kalsomiuing, each coat !!!!!!!!!!! i 0 “
Washing and Scraping Ceilings, per hour " 50

•'

ffi^TThe Phoenix brand of Pure White Lead dries hard, yet
is elastic.
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measurer’s price.

Half a cent per yard on all work measured.
Thirty-three and one-third per cent, to be charged on the cost of

labor and material for all work done by the day.

GLASS.

For Glazing French and Americau Cylinder Glass

:

New' Glazing, including two coats oil sash, fifty per cent, on cost

of retail prices.
PLATE GLASS.

Fifteen per cent, on cost for Glazing.

Copy of Rulesfor Measuring Painting, from the original

of March i, 1830.

Rule 1.—Trap door, if painted both sides, not less than 27 feet

Dormer cheeks taken up the roof, then the height of the front, and

add for cornice one girth, then add one half for the other side. No
Dormer front less than 20 feet above to be valued ;

cornice on slate

cheeks allow 2% girths, add 1 loot for freth.

Rule 2.—No window frame shall girth less than one foot ;
outside

shutters, add to girth for each panel from one-tenth to three-tenths;

inside shutters, if paneled and 4 fold, 2 feet; if 0 fold 3 feet; inside

of them, plain 4 fold 1 foot, fi fold 2 feet.

Rule 3.—If the bulk or door be plain color, add from one-tenth to

three-tenths to the girths for each panel, each side; if in two colons,

give 1% the plain girth
;

if in three colors, give two girths ;
if in

four colors, give 2% girths ;
if in five colors, give 3 girths; no allow-

ance for panel.

Rule 4 —Pilasters, inside or out, door-jambs and frames in plain

colors reded, taken together and doubled pilasters in three colons,

give 3 girths ;
if four colors, 3% ;

if five colors, give fourgirths. No
door-frame shall girth less than one foot.

Rule 5.—For all wainscoting, add to the girth 1 foot five-tenths,

for small pilasters or wainscoting 1 foot girth.

Rule 6.—No shelf to girth less than one foot; edges of shelves

four-tenths; corner beads, five-tenths girth ;
corner strips and others,

not less than one foot ;
pin strips with pins, 1 foot five-tenths girth;

and cutting in sash to measure, five-tenths.

Rule 7.—Mo mantel shall measure less than double, and allowing

for ornaments.

Rule 8.—No window casing to girth less than 1 foot ;
no wash-

board less than 1 foot; no stair skirting less than 2 feet: surbase and

washboard in all cases not less than 2 girths : and if steps and risers

on steps, 2 girths.

Rule 9.—Three turned banisters on a step, 2 girths
;
two turned

banisters on a step, l lA girths ;
three plain banisters on a step, 1%

girths; twro plain banisters on astep, 1)4 girths, including the hand-

rail, and girth the banisters, perpendicular, plain string board one

and five-tenths girth, and for scroll, 1 foot.

This is because there are no chemicals used in its

manufacture.

A
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Rule 10.—All fences, risers, and ends of steps, plain girth
; brush

handles, plain color, shall girth 1%; if tipped with other color, add
one loot; gates, cellar-doors, screens, window-bars, etc., plain girth.
Rule 11.—All plain cornice to be 2 girths; for medallions, add two

and five-tenths as carved
; add 1 foot for bead molding freth

; add
1 foot eave

; course, 2 feet
; bulks, 1 five-tenths

; if the gutters be
painted, add 1 foot

; if the gutters be painted without the eave, give
2 feet ; barge, 2 feet

; backboard and bulks, 3 five-tenths
; spouts, 2 feet.

Rule 12.—For weatherboarding, add for each lap one-tenth. In
deduction, take the windows, doors, etc., in the clear

; no deduction
for key-stones. For shingle roofs, add one-tenth for each course.
Rule 13.—For plain Venetian blinds, two girths. For pivot Ve-

netian blinds, two girths, and add one foot. For Venitian doors in
colors, 2% girths.

Rule 14.—Lattice work, plain rails (not beaded), done on both
sides, charge five sides, or2% girths; if done on one side, charge
three sides, or 1% girth : if beaded and painted on both sides, charge
six sides, or 3 girths

;
if done on one side, charge 3>£ sides.

Rule 15—Arbor strips not less than one foot; all over a foot
posts, etc., to be measured.
Rule 16.—All cornice over doors and windows to be measured as

such. All moldings, such as egg, or any other carved work, to be
measured running, and not less than one and five-tenths girth. The
measurer shall value the caps, etc., that may be placed upon the pi-
lasters.

^

Rule 17.—Walls when painted shall be measured plain; deduc-
tions taken in the clear. Cornices in rooms and entries measure
separate

; no inside cornice less than one and five-tenths. Ceilings
if ornamented, allowance to be made according to the finish.

’

Rule 18.—Fronts of galleries, 1% girth. Add for fret or chimer’s
molding, twice its girth. For egg molding, one and five-tenths.
Pew-doors, inside and out. with end of the pew, shall be girthed
from the top of the scroll to the door, and one toot added for the net
girth. All capping of pews, etc., varnished, shall girth one foot.
Organ fronts and other ornamental work, the measurer must de-
termine.

Rule 19.—Doors, etc., grained, the same allowance for panels as
for plain colors. If the moulding is bronzed, it is to be measured
running with five-tenths girth

; if carved molding, one and five-
tenths girth.

Rule 20.—Palisade fence, observe the same rule as for banisters •

and if tipped with other colors, add one foot.

The next is that of Pittsburgh, adopted by the Master
Painters’ Association of Allegheny County, and it also has a
price-list attached.

PRICES FOR PAINTING AND GLAZING.
1.—Square Measure.

Plain weatherboarding, close fencing, ledge doors, partitions,
paling fences, etc. All common colors, viz. : white, light

MiT" The Phoenix brand of Pure White Lead is very Tena-
cious.
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yellow, slate, pearl, light drab or cream color, for each
coat, yer yard 8 cents.

2.—Panel Work.

Flush panel work, panel doors, recesses, etc., the above colors,
for each coat, per yard 10 cents.

The same in two colors 12
The same in three “ 14
Striping after other work is finished, per foot, lineal measure 1

For expensive or unusual colors, per yard, additional 1

For each coat of varnish, per yard 12
For each coat of shellac, “ 12

3.—Brick Work.

First coat, per yard 15 cents.
Second coat, “ 12 “

Third “ “ 10 “

Penciling, “ 15 “
Mastic or cement, first coat, per vard 20 "
Additional coats, same as brick.

4.—Inside Wall Painting and Shelving.

First coat, per yard 12 cents.
Second coat, “ 10 “
Third “ “ 8 “
Sizing, each coat, per yard 5 “

5.—Mode for Square Measurement.

Weatherboarding, all edges measured. Partition joints, add half
inch for each bead. Paling fences, begin at top of base, girth over
fence and rails to top of base on other side; for length add half the
girth of posts to length of fence. Post and rail fences, double the
height; length same as paling fences. Graperies, same as post and
rail fences, with one-half added. Panel doors, shutters and other
panel work, begin at top, press line into all quirks and moldings
to bottom, and in the same way for width. For all weatherboard-
ing and walls, take out half the openings. Shingle or board roofs,
measure all buts or edges. Trellis or lattice to be measured double.
Venetian shutters, etc., one and one-half times. Open scroll or
carved work to be taken as many times as in the judgment of the
measurer it is worth.

6—Hard Wood Finish.

Each coat filling equal to two coats varnish.
Each rubbing with hair cloth or sand paper equal to two coats

varnish.
Each rubbing with pumice stone and oil equal to three coats

varnish.

7.—Stopping and Cleaning.

Puttying new work, and old work where it is badly opened, charge
one-half the price of first coat for the several kinds of work.

gglrNotice the Remarkable Fineness of the Phoenix brand of
Pure White Lead.

A
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8—Lineal Measure.

gpuffs Tr moldin8s
’ etc-

4 to 6 “ “ tt > cents.

1

)X
::::::::::::::::::: :

6 to 8
“ 8 to 10
“ 10 to 12
“ 12 to 16
Larger dimensions in proportion.
Column mantels as above.

"bove rule.

Carved “ “two feet “
Other carved or ornamental work at the discretion of the measurer.

9.—Mode of Measuring.

crt8gto?jS:^ 'ine 1U “U quirks to bead »* edge of jamb

10.—String Board, etc.
Plain, each coat, per foot
Bracketed, each coat, per foot
Carved, “ «<

Staff beads, “ «<

Edges of shelves, each coat, per foot .

*. ’.

‘ ‘

*

11.—Cornices and Columns, Plain.

fa 3 *?f*»
each coat, per foot

“ 3 to 4 “
"

“ 4 to 5 “
Plain caps on columns add to
Ornamental caps on columns,

length twofeet.
add to lenath four Wt

2 cents.
3 “

4

3 cents.
4 “

5 “

6 “

12. Cornices with Brackets.

Gi
‘
fh

’

2 to 3
f
'-*’ eaCh

..
COat

’ Per
..
foot

4 cents
“ 3 to 4 “ “ “
“ 4 to 5 <• “ « 8 “
“ 5 to 6 “ “ «. “

Larger dimensions in proportion. 12 “

Dental Cornices same prices as bracket.

13.—Mode of Measuring.
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14.—Priming or Tracing and Glazing Sash.

8x10,
9 or 10 x 12,

9 or 10 x 14,

10 or 11 x 16,

10 or 12 x 18,

14 x 24,

18 or 20 x 24,

22 or 24 x 30,

26 x 36,

30 x 40,

30 x 50,

30 or 40 x 60,

30 or 40 x 70,

side, per light.each

Priming
or

Tracing.

New
Glazing.

Old
Glazing
and
Glass.

Vi 4

5
15
20

6 25

1 7
8

30
35

*2 10 45
3 14 60
5 16 85
6 20 1 15
8 25
10 40
12 60
14 75

For back puttying add one-quarter, and for beading add one-half
to the above rates.

In new glazing, cost of glass not included.
All breakage at the risk of the owners, if glass is furnished by

them. To all bills of glass furnished by the trade, 20 per cent, will
be charged additional.

15.—Sanding.

First coat of sand equal to two coats paint.
Second coat of sand equal to three coats paint.

10.—Graining, Square Measure.

Oak, not shaded per yard, 35 cents.
“ shaded “ 50 “
“ root “ “ 1 50 “

Ash on Chestnut, penciled “ 100 “

Walnut “ “ 1 00 “

Mahogany, Cherry “ 7u “

Maple, Satinwood “ 70 “

Walnut or Ash, plain “ 60 “

Rosewood “ 1 00 “

17.—Lineal Measure.

Girth, 2 to 4 inches, per foot 3 cents.
“ 4 to 6 “ “ 4 “

“ 6 to 8 “ “ 5 “
“ 8 to 10

“ “ 6 “
“ 10 to 12 “ “ 7

“

“ 12 to 16 “ “ 8 “

Other members in proportion.
Varnishing the above, each coat equal to one coat paint.

Graining edges of shelves, per foot 1% cts.

Graining sash double the price of plain painting.

ffc^TThe Eckstein White Lead Co. will be pleased to show
their friends over their works.
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18.—Marbling, Square Measure.

Whitp
other kinds. .’

! ! ! !

!

”
! ! ! ! !

.*

.* ‘ * '

'

*

"
per

£
ard

’ 75 c
|f

19*—Lineal Measure.

All members from 4 to 8 inches girth, per foot 8 cents.1

8 to 10 “ “ io u“ “ io to 12 « “ a u

T
“ “ 12 to ig “ « ;;;;;;;;;; ™ «

Larger members in proportion.
Each coat varnish to be charged the same as one coat paint.

20.—Deductions.

cL
T
n
e
KP r

ice
^f

l
an

7t.
work measured and not specified in this bookshall be fixed by the measurer. ’

upT
1pLTTZer

tL
S
,

her
-

eby auth°rized to deduct from five to twentyK class
th PnCG °f any WOrk that in his j ucl^meiit is not

21.—Fees for Measuring.

Jobs amounting to $100 or less
“ over $100, and iess than $500“ “ $500

.5 per cent.

2^ “

.2 “

Wages
Lead
Oil
Turpentiue,

.$3 00 per day.
7 cents.

65 “

50 “

PRICES FOR SIGN PAINTING.

22.—Lettering.

°u t>oards
;i

plain
d
Up to 2 feet wide, per foot, lineal 20 cents.

“ two “ “ “ « <. .. Td S p
;.
ct-

“ three “ “ “ “ « <« « !~ „
“ in gold “ “ “ « « « i?

If. letters are cut in, one-third additional.
PJain letters on brick, per square foot 25 cents

already^repared^'dednct'S'per cent*
116 a')ove pr*ces ' ^ ground *is

s
|F

n
? bellows, per square foot 8 centsWhite lettering with gold shade, same as gold letters.

23.—Gold Signs on Silk.

1 to 3 inch, per letter
Large letters in proportion.

25 cents.

no more Turpentine than is necessary to make the
oa/nt work freely.
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24.—Drum or Column Signs, Zinc on Frames.

In gold, smalted
“ shaded
“ plain ground, cut in
“ colored, and shaded, cut in. .

per square foot, 32
“ “ 8
“ “ 1
“ “ 1 75

25.—On Japanned Tin.

10 x 14, each, one line

gold. PLAIN.

31 50
2 50
3 00
1 75
2 75
3 50
2 CO
1 00

3 75
1 25
1 75
1 00
1 75
2 50
1 50
75

10x14, “ two “
10 x 14, “ three “
12% x 17, “ one “

12% x 17, “ two “
12% x 17, “ three “
14 x 20, “ one “

Each succeeding “

26.—On Muslin.

Plain letters, per lineal foot 10 cents.
Colored “ “ “ 15 «

Shading “ “ “
[

‘

5 «

27.—Lettering on Glass, in Gold.

From 1 to 3 inch letter, per lineal foot SI 00
From 3 to 6 “ “ “ 1 50
Shaded in two colors, “ “ 2 00
Blended and ornamental, “ “ 2 50

28.—Window Shades.

Plain letters per lineal foot, 20 cents.
“ black shade “ « 25 “
“ black and colored shade “ “ 35 “

Gold “ black shade and lighted “ 50 “
Gold “ black & colored shade & lighted, “ “ 60 “

29.—Engraved Metal.

Zinc, per square foot,
Brass, “ “

Nickel, “ “
.

*3 00
4 50
5 50

30.—Column Signs.

Plain black letters, per lineal foot
Cut in “ “ “
Gold “ “ “

25 cents.
35 “

40 “

31 .—MlSCELLANEOUS.

All signboards, boring of holes in iron, to be charged in addition
to price for lettering. Putting up signs, where scaffolding is re-
quired, to be charged at the rate of fifty cents per hour for each
man.

fiQTAvoid the use of Benzine, it ruins paint.
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Louisville, Kentucky, also incorporates a price-list.

The Master Painters of House-work, in the city of Louis-
vile at a meeting heldJuly \, 1886, for the better reg-
ulation of the trade did adopt and pledge themselves
to adhere to the following Rules and Prices for the
government of the Measurers and Valuators of allwork under dispute :

RULES.
Rule 1.—Plain cornices, under one foot, girth one font - if

°°Swhi

at it; may girth
’ allowing /or trouble in working in

S
1
?’ one‘balf to be added for all cornices over two

titude.
g ’ and three-foimhs for all over three storiSs^ S

r,i?«
ULE 2~Cornice block and dental, three times the girth Cnr-mces on dormer, portico, and frontispieces the same as above.

+i?AT
Cor

i

ni
P
es wi

l
h brackets from two to three times the girth

leMfttt2i*Etoted ani flnished with moldings or carvedteat work they shall be measured separate from cornice and due nllowance be made according to the judgment oil the measurerBarge-boards, water-spouts and gutters, one to two feet in girth

of^ifflr^olo^ ffi?SffiirKThf !

teken “• ^^5

d“t^s the g
e
inh!

°f PiCkiDgU 0H each Wm threeTo

fr^SlS armmdtteM^^^
’

SffSf the frame
Pa
Sash

ng
m
he insi

?e only ’ one f°ot girth for the in-

fourtos£ liJht?^^ISiw^^^a^lwhen it contains from
one meetdig^a? of'theaishl'by^the'whith'on both^idesf ^Diamondor small size lights, double measure, if painted one color but if the

ured^^Ealfme£ure.^
,̂ ld 'lsaS<k tob^meas?

‘frt
b
h
e

Ete&ssnswesssSL 40 be

Rule 8.-Weatherboarding, square measure; windows and doors

$g^Afater/a/s which tend to dry paint a/so tend to destroy it.
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measured separate
; corner-strips, if painted a different color, one

foot allowed; rough weatherboarding and shingle roofs, double
measure.

Rule 9.—All interior architraves, jambs, doors, base-boards, wain-
scoting, panel shutters, chair-boards, string-boards-plain or molded

to be measured actual girth measure. Interior brackets—cornices
with same, carved or ornamental work, are to be measured accord-
ing to Rules 3 and 5. All banisters, round or square, if not over six
inches in girth, to be measured two heights by the length. Hand
rails, actual girth by the length. Newels, girth by height. All ban-
isters over six inches in girth to be allowed one time more than as

This is for one color only: one-fourth measure
to ,b§ added for each additional color.

- Ruff 10-—Painting on plastering measured square, and one-half
openings deducted.

Rule 11.—Batten doors, shutters, partitions, gates and plank fences,
measured square, and one inch for each bead added to the girth
allowing for battens two inches each in the height. Tin and metal
roofs to measure square, two inches allowed for each rile,

f .

HULE12.—All stone and rough iron castings, from one and a half
to double measure; verandas shall be measured, and complexity
of design allowed for, according to the judgment of the measurer.
Rule 18.—All painting on brick shall be measured square, and

theppenings to be deducted in repainting only, and not in new
work, that is to say, the actual openings which the sash or doors oc-
cupy, allowing for reveals; all openings above a second story are not
to be deducted. If the stone or brick caps are painted a different
color they shall be measured from one to two feet girth. Five per
centum to be allowed on the aggregate amount of the work meas-
ured for puttying up and cleaning off.

Rule 14.—For all hands furnished by the day the painter shall be
allowed 50 cents for each hand per day for use of brushes, etc. ; 50
cents per day for use of stage

; and four dollars per day for super-
intending. ^

LIST OF PRICES.
PAINTING AND FURNISHING PAINTS FOR NEW WOOD WORK.

Plain colors, done with lead or zinc:
lor one coat 8 cents per yard.
For two coats 14 «
For three coats 20 “
Each additional coat g «
For sanding, each coat 10 «
Each coat, common color thereon 15 “

IMITATIONS OF WOOD.
Fair Graining (oak and walnut), and one coat of
varnish only. . — — 40 cents per yard.

Fair graining (oak and walnut), and two coats of
varnish only 50 “ “

Best graining (oak and walnut), and one coat of
varnish 45 “ ««

Best graining (oak and walnut), and two coats of
varnish 55 “ “

outside work use plenty of oil ; the less dryer the
better.

1
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Revarnishing old work same as for pointing-One coat, 10 cents ; or two coats, 18 cents
5

vara“h ,T
n

.

y .°
r

. .

r°Se'VOod
' u,ld two _

Staining on pine or hard wood '5 ce
<?

18 Peryard.
1 coat of varnish or hard oil finish \q *<

3 “ u “ is “

If dulled fG
“ “

For extra finish hard wood, filled, and ‘two coatsof varnish or hard oil finish. . .
. ^ «,

For extra finish hard wood, filled, and three coateof varnish or hard oil finish....... 4* ..

oilorwltlr
10 a fini8h With Pu

m

fce-stone and
For shellac, one coat in .. ,!

For shellac, two coats V/: 20 “
If white pine (new work) is defaced ‘by pencil mark- nr dirtfinger marks, etc.), 5 cents per yard to be added

° dirt

* tinted
1'"8 coni,ces> 5 eer,ts Per niuning foot for each member

as painting br!ek "°rk °id »

PAINTING ON OLD WOOD WORK, INSIDE.
For one coat

ft _ .

For two coats . .. ce,?^s per yard.
14 “ “

OUTSIDE WOOD WORK, BADLY WEATHER BEATEN
For one coat
For two coats. . J9 cents per yard.

lo “ “

PAINTING NEW BRICK WORK IN COMMON COLORS.
For one coat
For two coats

.

19 ct
;?

ts per yard.
For three coats
Penciling

io *« «

REPAINTING OLD BRICK WORK IN GOOD CONDITION.
For one coat n
For two coats 9 ceQts per yard.

14 “ “

glazing.

-,?* 19 t0
?
r ^2x14, 2 cents per light.

th^th^4mt^ one-half

6@FTt>rie thin wear better than two thick coats 7f paint
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MEASURERS.

The measurer to be allowed 2 per cent, for all bills under five

hundred dollars: 3 per cent, for all bills over three hundred and
under five hundred dollars; and 4 per cent, on bills over one hun-
dred and under three hundred dollars

;
and five dollars on all bills

Under one hundred dollars.

|
Adopted July 1, 1886.

| St. Louis, Mo., has a set of rules very similar to that of

Louisville, according to my memory.

I The M. P. Ass’n of San Francisco and the Pacific Coast

have a very full set.

I RULES FOR MEASURING PAINTERS’ WORK.

I Rule 1.—All stone coping, verge boards, waterspouts and gutters,
Haiti dormer cornices, plain cornices and boxing; stone fascias,

w indow and door arches and sills, tin edgings, valleys and flashings
fib chimneys and other walls that do not girth more than one and a
half feet, to be allowed three feet girth.

f Rule 2.—All middling size plain cornices with fancy or quirk
inoldings, six feet girth. All large size plain cornices with fancy
or quirk moldings, nine feet girth. All intermediate sizes in the
Same proportion, according to trouble. Dormer cornices in the same
proportion. Block and dental cornices of middling size, nine feet

girth. If large and otherwise ornamented, twelve feet girth. If

very large and richly ornamented with modillions, leaves, etc., fif-

teen feet girth. Dormer cornices the same, according to ornament.
And if any of the above cornices have friezes and architraves, in
order to form a full entablature, extra allowance according to size

and ornament.

Rule 3.—Plain door jambs, in nine or fourteen inch walls, one
foot six inch girth. Paneled door jambs in nine or fourteen inch
walls, two feet girth. Paneled door jambs in eighteen or twenty-
two inch walls, three feet girth. Imposts the same girths as the
iambs. All other plain and paneled door jambs in the same propor-
tion, according to size and trouble. All fancy sash, three measures
on the outside and double measure on the inside of the sash. Pi-

lasters and columns to front doors, etc., according to size and or-

nament.

r Rule 4.—Window frames, when painted on both sides, that is,

from the brick, reveal around the inside jambs, including all the
parting beads and the inside sash bead, two feet girth. When paint-
ing the outside only, one foot six inches allowed for the outside of
the frame, and when painting the inside only, one foot girth for the
inside of the frame. The backs of the frames, if boxed and planed,
two feet girth. Other frames, not boxed, but planed, one foot girth

;

if rough, two feet girth, and if boxed frames are rough, three feet
allowed for the girth. Sash measured square, adding four inches to.

the height for the top and one meeting rail of the sash, by the
width on both sides, if painted all of the same color ; but if the
putty is blacked or any other color, one side more must be added

ft^For two coat work the Phoenix brand of Pure White Lead
is without equal.
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Venetian shutters and the common kind of Chinese rail
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palings are topped with another color, two feet allowed for thcolor, adding the washboard, according ’to qualify and width *L
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Tbe housing to awning, when painted insirand out, four feet six inches girth by the length.
RuLE Window bars of from four to six inches anart measnsquare, the same as sash, on both sides

; but if close like the graft

notion fiK!L
0r CeUar windows

- measure,Th’esak?^?^
Rule 9.—Rough casting, freestone, brick work, old sanded workand mastic work, shall be measured the same as other work allov*lug one foot in girth extra for the reveal of the frames. If the stoneor brick caps or arches are or are not painted the same color as thewall, there shall be no change from the above rules but if thevare°f

%
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r * fr tbe st°ne sills are done with a different orwith the same color as the wall, they shall be called from one to twoeet.prth, according to color and number of coats. Stone and briefcfasciae and water tables, etc., if done with the same color as thewall, shall be measured in with it; but if with a different color the*shall be measured the same as stone sills, etc. ’ jL

N. B. No reference is to be had to the above rules for measuring
ftone fasciae, etc., where the walls are not painted AlfXIbrick work shall be measured an additional quarter surface. *1
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' shutters, gates, and plank fences meas-Sfn1 ’ and

,

one
i
nch for each bead added to the girth, besidesgirthing the rails and posts of the fence, and the thickness of thebattens and double the thickness of (he ends of the doors and shut-
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^indow Sftshes two measurements, andan projecting parts measured as in rule 2.

f^Buy only Phoenix brand of Pure White Lead and pun
materials for mixing your paint, good work is then assured.
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Rule 12— Balusters to piazzas and outside steps and porches,
; round or square, to be measured three heighths by the lengths

taken from the center of the top rail to the center of the under part
bottom rail, and two feet girth added for the fascia

;
the floor, ceil-

ing, and steps measured square, and the posts above the rail meas-
ured separate at two feet girth of the common kind ; but if the col-

umns or posts are large or paneled, or otherwise ornamented, they

|
must be measured as shown in rule 2.

Inside Work.

Rule 13.—Plain cornices, if not more than one foot girth, two feet
'

r. allowed; if more than one foot girth, three feet allowed ;
if two feet

£ girth, four feet allowed
;

if three feet girth, six feet allowed ;
if three

t* feet girth and ornamented with leaves and modillions, etc., twelve
few feet allowed for the girth

;
and if extra heavily ornamented, extra

allowance of measurement in proportion.

Rule 14.—Balusters with not more than two to a step, measured
l three heights by the length

;
if three balusters to a step, four

heights by the length, measuring down the longest baluster, and
the rail measured separate, if plain, at one foot girth ; if ornamented
rail, from two to three feet girth, according to the style of rail.

Rule 15.— Plain string board, two feet, with plain bracket, three
I feet girth

;
with open bracket, four feet girth

;
open bracket with

* carving or other ornament, six feet girth ; and if extra heavily or-
namented, to be measured additionally, as above.

Rule 16.—All plain trimmings, as double beads, moldings, square
or sunk casings, and single architrave, etc., one foot girth.

Rule 17.—Plain double-faced architrave and small plain pilasters,

one foot six inch girth : large double-faced architraves with fancy

moldings and all of middling size, and common worked pilasters,

two feet girth : and all other work of this class to be measured in

proportion to this measurement.

Rule 18.- Large, deep, quirked pilasters, sunk or raised in the

center, or plain moldings and Gothic beads in the center, will be

two feet six inch girth. Deep quirked, large pilasters, with Gothic

& reeds, fluting or deep reeding in the center, three feet girth
;
large,

i deep quirked pilasters, with deep fluting and fillets or snipe-bill,

with Gothic reeds in the center, four feet girth
;
and all other fancy

pilasters with composition or carving, in the same proportion, ac-

r cording to trouble.

Rule 19.— Corner beads, square plinths and garret casings and
[L strips, one foot girth. Common, beaded or small molded wash-

boards, one foot girth.

Rule 20.—Broad plinths, with quirk base-moldings, two feet

girth, and the same on steps, one foot extra. And for the largest

sized plinths, with sub-plinths and large quirk moulding, three feet

girth, and the same on steps, one foot added to the above.

Rule 21.—Panel work, either square, framed or scribed molding,

to be measured square, and two inches in height and two inches in

width for each molding allowed extra on both sides. Double
worked doors, etc., with quirked moldings, measured square, and

t^The Phoenix brand of Pure White Lead will stand any

test to which it can be put.
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or^ n?^ herein mentioned, to be measured in ac-cordance with these rules, as the measurers of this association maydetermine to be just and equitable.
ay

LIST OF PRICES.
Painting and Sanding.

, . XT ,
Outside Work.

1 coat, New work iipk
“ oid work ;;

cts--per > ard ‘

2 coats, New work 9k
“ Old work ;

3 coats, Old or New ok
4 coats, “ “

! 45
ten cents per yard additional

; for each additional
yard

*
.Where vermillions, lake or other extra finecolors are used, an additional charge will be made.

Sanding.
2 coats paint, 1 coat sand 35 cte. per vard.0 2 coats sand GO “ *“

1 coat over sanded w^ork 2‘> “ “
2 coats over sanded work * .’32 « <»

S^For durability and whiteness, the Phoenix brand of Pure
White Lead is without a peer.
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prices?over-sanded’

S

0”' r0Ugh CaSting and mastic work
- 5am«

penciling brick work, 15 cts. per yard.

allowedfive percent? upou thebill.
W°rk pIaSterers

> he sh*U be

Prices of Color per Pound.
All plain, mixed paints, 15 cents per pound. All other^ngaeeordjng to tints. This refers to colors already mixed ready

‘ih H
Se

i f
*u™ ls

j
lm£ Paints by the pound, 7 l/2 pounds shall becharged for each gallon of oil or turpentine. In doiiig work bv the

• daj ,
the master painter shall be entitled to $1.00 per day on the man

for work done in the city or town where he resides. Day wok at a
per day profit on all men employed, in ad-traveling expenses, and also time consumed while travel-T the J-°*‘ 5Vhen the master painter leaves town for

i+m
sapermtendmg work in the country, he shall be en-

j

titled to receive $10 per day in addition to traveling expenses.

House Painting—Plain Colors.

Inside Work.

For 1 coat or priming on wood
2 coats, rubbing, puttying, etc,

if 4 “ “ “ «

12 cts. per yard.
30 “

40 “ “

50 “

For Finishing in Gloss.

5th coat, half zinc and half lead
6th “ all zinc
7th “ gloss
8th. “ «

$0 65 per yard.
80

1 00
1 15

Party Colors.

J
coat work in two colors

4 “ “ “ <<

For each additional tint

40 cts. per yard.
50 “

60 “ “

10

Walls.

Tinting in Oil Colors.

1 coat work, plain color
2 coats “ “

-** «
ft;’-'**

“ II

5 “ “ <«

6 ** « <«

Where two colors are used on walls, 10
Oitional. ’

10 cts. per yard.
20 “ “

30 “

40 “

50
60 “

per cent, per yard ad-

S&'ln ordering White Lead order the Old Reliable “Phoenix"
brand.
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Imitations of Wood and Stone.

Common graining, 1 coat varnish 30 cts. peril
Fair “ 1

“ “ 40 “ 1
“ 2 “ “ rubbed down GOFair

Best
Best

70
and rubbed 90

Marbling.

The same as the prices under the head of wood and stone, acea
ing to quality and the work in both cases, to be measured as

plain painting in addition to the prices already charged for m 12
bling or graining
Special rates for whitening, tinting, etc.

Varnishing and Polishing.

New work, common filled, 2 coats rubbing, rubbed and
polished $1.00 perj

For fair, filled, 3 coats rubbing, rubbed and pol-
ished ! 1.22

For best quality work 1.50

Floor work, common filled, 1 coat shellac,, oil or flat

finish 40 cts. perj
For fair, filled, 2 coats shellac, rough rubbed, oil or

flat finish 50 “

For best quality of work in polish or flat finish 75 “

Staining borders on floors $1.00 peril ^
To be measured according to rule for inside work. An extq

lowauce will be made for time in preparing old varnished work
for puttying old floors.

Gold Signs on Zinc, Smalted, Over Ten Feet.

6 inch letters $ . 50.per lineal to \

8 “ “ 60 “

12 “ “ 70 “
18 “ “ 1.00

Wood Signs, Smalted in Gold.

24 inch letters $2.00 per lineal to

18
12 “ “
8 to 10 inch letters
4 to 8 “ “

!

Every inch over 24 inches, ten cents extra.

1.50
1.00

.80

.70

Carved Signs in Gold.

Ten cents per inch extra over wood signs, plain.

The
merits.

‘ Old Reliable " Phoenix brand is sold on
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Signs on Zinc, Color Letters, Plan Grounded or Smalted,
Over Fifteen Feet.

‘to 8 inch, plain $ -20

>to 8 inch, one shade 25

i to 8 inch, extra shades 30

ito 15 inch 30

Five cents extra for each shade.

K Wood Signs, Color Letters.

Same as on zinc.

Lettering on Glass.

f
inch letters, for over ten feet

shaded, one color
.2

“ “ “ two colors

Fancy shaded.
> to 8* inches, over 10 feet
“ “ one shade

B* “ two shades.K “ fancy shading

All lettering inside of ten feet, fifty cents per foot added.

Lettering on Glass in Colors.

0yer ten feet

—

Shaded
flaney shading.

$1.00
1.25

1.50

1.75

.90

1.10

1.30

1.50

$ .35

.40

.50

White Metal Signs, Per Running Foot, One Line Lettering.

Window plates, 9 inches #J-25K “ “ 10 and 12 inches L50

Over 12 inches, $2 per square foot.

Drum or Side Signs.

Two feet square and over, $2.00 per square foot.

Under two feet square, according to work thereon.

Brass Signs.

Wmdow plates, 9 inches wide, $2.50 per running foot.

Ten to 14 inches, $3.25 per running foot of one line.

Brass drum or side signs in brass, $3.50 per square foot.

Altering signs by piecing them, $2.00 per square foot, and 25 cents

per running, for jointing.

ESTIMATING WORK.

To estimate correctly a painter must know what a square of

one hundred feet or a yard of nine feet can be painted for;

one, two or three coats, as work generally goes, on the av-

erage. He must then get the actual superficies of the work

to be painted (the outside of a house for instance), its

The Phoenix brand of pure White Lead is not a “ pat-

ent process lead.”
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height, length and breadth, and if there be several height*

whole!,
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£ettinK" true measure of t!whole house in superficial feet. 1
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TO CALCULATE SQUARE MEASURE.

The proper way to calculate square measure is by duodeci-
mals or cross multiplication.

Rule.— Feet multiplied by feet give feet.

Feet multiplied by inches give inches.

Inches multiplied by inches give seconds.

Seconds multiplied by seconds give thirds.

12 thirds make i second, 12 seconds make 1 inch, and
12 inches 1 foot.

To measure a door, for example

:

Take your tape measure, begin we will say on the inside

of one of the casings, run it across the casing, taking in

every formation of it wherever the paint goes
;
follow across

the door, including both sides and both edges
;
then extend

across the jamb and across the outside casing
;
now leave

off, and continue your measurements to the other two cas-

ings and the jamb between them
;

this will give you the

width of both sides of the door, together with its casings

;

this we will suppose to be 8 feet 10 inches. Put this down.
Take now the height of the door and upper casing on one

side, including half of the jamb, and suppose this to be 8

feet 2 inches. Put this down under the other; feet under

feet and inches under inches, thus

:

8. 10

8. 2

1

.

~T- 8

70. 8

72. 1 . 8

Begin with the lower figure of the inches on the right

hand, and say twice ten are twenty (inches multipled by

inches give seconds), therefore, twenty seconds is 1 inch

and 8 seconds; put the eight down to the right of the inches

and carry one; continuing to the left, say twice 8 are 16,

feet multiplied by inches give inches
;
consequently we

have 16 inches, and 1 inch which was carried from the last

makes 17 inches, which are equal to 1 foot and 5 inches.

Put these figures down in their proper place, and proceed

now from left to right (which is why it is called cross mul-

White Lead made by the o/d Dutch process method is

opaque and has great body.

A
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tiplication)
;
8 times io are 80 (inches multiplied by feet

give inches)
; 80 inches are 6 feet and 8 inches. Put the 8

in its proper place in inches under the 5, and proceed, car-
rying the 6 feet to the next; 8 times 8 are 64 (these are
feet, and feet multiplied by feet give feet); 64 feet added
to the 6 feet carried forward is 70 feet. Put this down in
its proper place under the 1 foot, and add both lines to-
gether as in ordinary multiplication, the result is the exact
measure of both sides of that door and casing, namely: 72
feet 1 inch and 8 seconds. The fractions may be dispensed'
with if you have only a few, but if you have some hundreds,
as in an hotel, they become an important matter.
To ascertain the superficies of an angle—say the gable of

a house, take the width of the base or the width of the
house, and multiply this by the height from the top of the
post to the peak; then take one-half of the product for one
gable, and as the rear is generally as high as the front the
same result may stand for both. Or, if you can not get up>
to measure the height from the post to the peak (as most
shingle roofs are what are called quarter pitch), measure the
width of the house, and take one-fourth of the width for the
net height, add to this the girth of the cornice, and you
will have the proper height, which when multiplied by the
width of the house will give the superficial feet. All other '

angles are to be measured in the same way, as, for instance,
the sides of front steps which are closed into the ground. To
do this only the net or exact surface to be covered is neces-

j

sary.

HOW MUCH PAINT AND HOW MUCH TIME.

These are both uncertain quantities, and both depend 1

largely upon the condition of the work, and also upon the •

condition of the workman and upon his skillfulness, as well ]

as upon the condition of the paint and upon the weather,
jVery cold weather will thicken paint and make it harder to
]brush out, but do no other harm; but with very many
j

ready mixed paints it will stop working ofthem altogether, for the
reason that being mixed largely with water

,
they willfreeze.A painter is somewhat amused at the statements made as to

the covering capacity of the various ready mixed paints on the
market. One will cover two hundred square feet, two coats 1

ftfg^White Lead made by the new “ quick process ” is crys-
talline, and transparent like ground glass.
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to the gallon; another, two hundred and fifty feet, two

coats; and another, three hundred feet, two coats; all of

which seatements are doubtless true, provided the power at the

end of the brush is great enough.

Personally, I have no objections to mixed paints, only I

think they should be made either out of pure goods, and

mixed as a first-class painter would mix his paint for a job;

or they should be sold for just what they are, their compo-

sition being stated on the package. A purchaser would not

then be deceived; he would know then whether he was

getting the best quality ofpaint or only a substitute for pure

goods. The mixed paints of to-day are made out of the

cheapest materials, such as are used to adulterate lead paint

with. They are sold at prices for which honest goods could

be bought, and which, when mixed and u^ed, would make

a lasting job. Besides, mixed paints contain strong alka-

lies, potash, soda, etc., which, are a necessary part of

: their composition, in order to make the large amount of

1 water they contain mix with the small amount of oil enter-

ing into their composition. These alkalies imn any surface

for painting over in the future with pure goods, and as it

only takes a short time for these “mixtures” to begin to

; look shabby, and finally cease to be any protection to the

surface covered, if painted again with honest paint, without

t burning the remains of the former coating off—a poor job is

almost sure to follow.

The fact that the colors are claimed to be ground in these

mixed paints would amount to nothing, even if it were a fact

that such a statement were true
;
for the oil colors now to be

had are as finely ground as is possible, and mix as readily as

can be desired with their prepared base.

The sole advantage, then, that mixed paints have, is in

their being mixed ready to be “ put on.” This is their only

legitimate recommendation ,
and I think that if those who con-

sume them only knew how easy it is to mix paint, and make it

any color or shade desired
,
they would much prefer to buy

their materials, and do their own mixing. They would then

know that they are not being imposed upon; that they are get-

ting full value in return for their outlay, and are not paying

for water and other substances almost as cheap when put

up in the form of “ mixed paint,” the price which lead
,
oil and

turpentine command in the market. Let them buy their own

~
Phoenix brand of Pure White Lead is manufactured

by the Old Dutch Process.
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materials, and put the profit the manufacturers of these
mixtures make into their own pockets. For such, however
as desire to make their own “ mixed paint,” in order to do I
cheap job, on page 47 will be found a receipt for making
an article much superior to any on the market to-day;
while its cost is less than most of the “ mixtures ” called paint;
One object of this book is to show those who do not al-

ready know it, how easy it is to mix paint, and to teach
t lem that the art of mixing any tint or shade desired is not
such a difficult trick to learn at all.

How Much Paint Required.
New wood work will take ?nore paint than work which has

beenpainted before,
,
unless it be badly weatherbeaten, is old,

and very dry, in which case it will take more than new
work. To put on two coats of paint requires from 6/09 lbs.

ofpaintfor every 100 square feet

;

7 lbs. is probably about the
average. The third coat requires about 3 lbs. more. It is

generally conceded that three thin coats are better than two
heavy ones. An old maxim with painters is: “Put it on thick
and rub it out thinP Remember that all pigments are
originally dry powders, and that for outside work especially
the oil is the most important factor for durability. This,
then, should be of good quality, and plenty of it The tirle E
coat on neiv wood should have more oil in proportion to' 100
lbs. of lead than is put in for the after coats

; say, perhaps
6 or 7 gals, to 100, even more than this if the work be very dry 1
while the second coat may only need 5 gallons. This, how- \

:

ever, is on the basis of pure lead. In making an approxi-
mate estimate as to the amount of paint required for a job re-
member that a gallon of linseed oil weighs 7

y

z lbs ., there-
’

fore, estimating that the work will take 6 gals, of oil to 100
lbs. of lead, every 100 lbs. of lead will make 145 lbs. of mixed
paint the ground pigments for tinting perhaps making it
150 lbs.—or 20 gals. 1

How Much Time To Allow.
The amount of surface which one man can cover in a day

depends upon circumstances. To such an extent is this
the case, that I have known a man work as hard to do 200
feet of work, as the same man at another time and on other
and very plain work did to paint 1800 feet, the difference

a ®^Ta
T
!‘e

,

0ld
,

Dutch p™ess is the only way to make the
best White Lead.
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being, in this latter case he used his “locomotives” more.

On the average of plain ordinary work, probably 1000 feet is

about as much as most men will do. I speak, of course, of

the day of io hrs.

TO PUT ON PAINT ARIGHT,

Requires that the surface be covered all over, equally thick

or spread out even, crossing it or manipulating it any way
to get it spread out equally thick all over, and then laying

it oft' smoothly by lightly drawing the brush all over one

way, the way of the grain of the wood as a rule. I am of

the opinion that the difference between a good and skillful

workman and a poor one lies largely in this, a skillful man
brushes his work all that is necessary

,
but not a draw more.

That is, he knows when his work is done right, after jvhich

he leaves it for another place, while a poor workman
brushes eternally without any object, thus tiring himself

and wearing out his brushes for no good. As a general prin-

ciple, the quicker paint is laid on evenly and smoothly the better

is the work
,
especially in flatting. But no saving of time will

compensate for “holidays” or “runs.” Paint can not be

put on aright unless the work is in a right condition

to paint over, that is, it must be dry
,
smooth and clean.

Nothing in the way of materials or workmanship will com-

pensate for painting over wet or damp wood. In this case

paint helps to rot wood rather than preserve it, for this reason,

that the thing which will keep dampness out will keep damp-

ness in, and no wood will rot without dampness. This is

the main trouble to guard against in freezing weather. Heat

is indispensable to doing a good job of inside work in cold

and damp weather, especially on walls.

It is the carpenter’s place to leave his work smooth, but it

ought to be sand-papered and dusted off well by the painter

after each coat. Outside work ought to be puttied after the

priming is on. Inside work may be puttied first
;
if it is to be

white or light colored it ought to be shellacked all over first; for

dark colors it is better without shellacking, unless there are knots

or rank, pitchy places. Gold leaf is said to keep in such mat-

ters better than shellac. For inside work intended to be

flat the first coat should be largely composed of oil, only flat

the last coat.

In mixing ihe Phoenix brand of Pure White Lead use

MORE OIL than with any other brand.

A
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TO MIX PAINT.

Having selected your color, take your lead from the keg
and break it up rather stiff, i. e., t>y adding a little oil,

then add your color constituents or staining colors a little at
a time, until you get the exact shade wanted, keeping the
mixture a little lighter, if anything, especially if you are
using some of the dry colors which are naturally fine, such as
Prince’s or other mineral colors, Brandon Yellow, Lamp
Black, etc. Large packages of lead should be “ broken up ”

as soon as opened by running a short, diamond-shaped paddle
through the center of the keg to the bottom, and then by
means of it, giving a rotary motion to the contents.

If the package is an old one, and the staves have absorbed
much of the oil, making the lead stiff and dry, it is well to
loosen this first by forcing the paddle down at various points
arouiVd the sides before proceeding as above.
Ground colors are being sold now at a very small advance

on the cost of the dry article
;
they are better, for with these

you can be more certain that your color will not “ work out ”

different from your mixing. All paints should
,
however

,
be

strained through a fine wire strainer. Mix up enough to do the
job, especially when you come to the last coat. A good
painter, however, will not mix up much more paint than he
needs. After being thoroughly mixed, putin your dryer;
part of this, however, may be mixed with the thinners.
The dryer should be the best article

,
as much depends upon

it. A good liquid dryer should mix perfectly with oil, and
should properly dry paint when added in the proportion of

H of a pint of dryer to a gallon of oil, if the weather be warm,
even less will be better for the paint, but if the weather is

cold and damp, or you are afraid of rain, dust or snow, per-
haps more will be necessary. I think, however, that the
reputation of the paint and the painter oftentimes suffers by
using either a bad dryer or too much of it. Bear in mind
that the very same cause which dries up paint also tends to de-
stroy it.

CHEAP QUICK DRYING JAPAN.
Cheap and quick drying japan made with benzine and other

equally poor and injurious materials is too much depended upon
by painters

; it is one of the prime causes of nearly all the trouble
that comes from an unsatisfactory job of painting when pure lead is
used. It curdles as soon as mixed with linseed oil and falls to the

B^TThe Phoenix brand of Pure White Lead is the most econ-
omical because it takes more oil in mixing.
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bottom of the paint bucket, carrying with it fine particles of lead,

which gives the paint the appearance of being coarse and poorly
ground. , , „

One of those coarse particles, when broken and carefully, ex-

amined, will be found to be very tough, and almost wholly japan
dryer, which has formed a little ball or globule, and that the Lead
is only ON ITS surface, and these little balls are what appear to

be coarse lead. To prove what we say, take a quantity of this cheap
japan dryer and linseed oil

;
mix them together and note the result.

Where japan dryer is required, or desirable, use the best Coach
Makers’ Japan only.

When complaint is made of painting, the blame is generally at-

tached to the lead, because the purity of the article with which the

lead has been mixed, has never given the painter a moment
thought. We can only succeed in producing the best results with
the very best materials, therefore, avoid all cheap articles in

painting, and especially cheap Japan Dryer.
The following article from the Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter, of

Nov. 14, 1877, will, we think, justify us in all we have said about
japan dryer.

“EFFECT OF CHEAP JAPANS AS DRYERS.
Cheap japans, used as dryers, are, in part, responsible for a lai^e

class of paint troubles which are described under the head of ‘ chip-

ping,’ ‘cracking,’ and ‘becoming fatty.’ Too many painters are

led away by cheap japan (on account of its good drying qualities),

that has but little binding and less elastic hardening properties;

and color ground in it with a little oil (which it has no desire to

mix with) is liable to curdle as soon as you put them together, and
gets gritty or fatty. Thin it down with turpentine and let it stand

over night, and it will look like liver in the cup ;
and as the turpen-

tine leaves it, it gets spongy.”
Right here it will be proper for us to say that the lead, if per-

fectly pure, like our Phoenix Brand, can never be the cause
for bad work.

I use raw oil altogether
,

and use dryer according to

circumstances, but many good men differ from me in this,

using kettle-boiled oil. Having mixed your paint, cover it

up safe from dust or dirt, and get ready for use. Before

using the paint some thinner will have to l^e added. Tur-

pentine is the best, and must be judiciously added according

to the requirements of the job, usuallyjust before being applied.

The color for a large blank side of a house should be thinned,

however, all at once. In regard to thinners, the first coat

should be oil
,
and of this the job should get all that it will

take without running. The next coat may have a little tur-

pentine
,
but it serves no better purpose than to make the

paint work easier. Avoid laying on the second and the third

coat too thick
,
for, should this be done, the paint will shi'ivcl

up on itsface,
or skin over, as it is called, and will then be

®£|T77/e Phoenix brand of Pure White Lead is ground in raw,

unbleached linseed oil.

A
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rough and have no even gloss. A little turps, therefore helns

thin ^i^ho
1 °f savt% the lat,or of brushing out thick’ paintthin, it, however, will eventually fly off or evaporate andhence serve Wpermanent good to the job. Benzfne opera esin the same way but benzine has add in its composition andmust necessarily have a bad effect on paint by oxidizing it

mistake, as it frequently contains
1

more o? less frp^«,n
S
t

1S a grt'at
which will certaiulv decomnose th<* wi n „i ®,.free snlPhunc acid,

have we this trouble to contend with hut it ™ 1 I' Not only

ave discarded oxide of zinc for outside use. Oxide of zincappears to me to partake of the nature of its base as com-pared with lead, and to be harder and more brittle thanW ” /£*
a C0llsyiuence >

itflakes off, which is a “ thousandtimes the worse fault a faint can have. I have seen zinc

ft afd
°5'n

,

stnp
f

a
,

fo
?

1 or more !°ng; and this, too, whereit did not seem to be damp.
To be sure, even good lead paint may flake off. This canonly happen, however, with lead, when the wood or surfacepainted is saturated with water or dampness, or when it is insuch a position that it becomes soaked^with water after havmg been painted. However, under such circumstances zincwo

e
m - Contrary to zinc, if lead becomes chalkv

? :
r

/n
r°m five to e,?ht years ’ "’ear, it will chalk off gradu-ally and equally all ov,!-, and can be repainted, and thework will be as good as ever. But, if the paint flakes off

oh
P
f B

° r
?
tnps

> M 13 ruinetl forever, without the expensivejob of burning off is resorted to. In mixing paint get thebest materials always, the best lead and colors are the cheapestVou can depend upon ^hem for covering, without spendingso much time in laying off to hide the brush inLks Thf

Otd^Dutch Process Lea/
*'^ mte W/s OM-Fash,oned.
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manufacturers who sell cheap articles make larger profits eutof cheap goods than they do of pure articles.

DO NO PAINTING IN A HURRY
t,as hcen

being allowed for one coat to /-»»•
proper time not

another is applied, consequently,Ve work when (inishwWln,
1.*^^

give satisfaction. Ample time should be allow™? fnr Jf?K
d does I

.
10t

coat to become well dried to secure the bestZrk
successive

Cheap Work.
But, if your customer wants a cheap job, merely to sell a

I ,1^
and £et it °ff his hands, or something of that kind,

B him frankly that you can furnish a cheaper paint, which
& may probably make the cost almost one-fourth less. Then
1 allow me to tell you

How TO Make a Cheap Paint,

|
And I hope to be forgiven for this by my fellow-craftsmen.

|
It has an appearance of debauching our trade, but I believe
it to be equal, if not superior to' a majority of ready mixed

f paints.

|
Recipe : Mix up a pot full of pure lead paint in the or-

i dinary way, as above described, and pour it into a tub or

|

large keg, then take about the same quantity of Gilders'

|
whiting in another pot, and break it up pretty stiff and finem water; pour the two together in the tub and stir the

|

mass somewhat vigorously for awhile. The lead-in oil and
whiting in water will mix, and you will have just double the

l quantity of paint, which will be thicker than it was before,
: and all obtained for a very little additional expense. This
\
material works well in warm weather, and is by no means

]

so bad a paint as four-fifths of the mixed so-called paints
? are. It has not, however, the covering capacity

,
nor will it

: do so good a job as pure lead paint. It is, however, free
: from soda and from any of the other chemical substances
generally relied upon to make the large amount of water

!
contained in “mixed paints” mix with the small amount of
oil entering into their composition.

INSIDE WORK.
In mixing good wearing paint for inside use, or for dark

colors, use about the same quantity of materials that you

j&jtNotice the Guarantee of Purity on each keg of the Phoe-
nix brand of Pure White Lead.
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would for outside work, including the oil. You might per
haps, use a trifle more dryer and turps for delicate tints oj
white, as oil will turn the work more quickly yellow Foi
light colors

, and to give the much admired

Flat Finish,

Discard oil on the last coat and use only turpentine

.

In the
case of an extra fine job, even going so far as to take out
some of the oil with which the lead is ground. This is done
by breaking up the lead in turps rather thin

,
then by allow-

ing the lead to settle over night
,
you can pour off the

oil and turps, leaving the lead in such a state, which, if apd
plied in that condition, would wash off like calcimine. To
counterbalance this tendency and to make it 7uear, use as a

binder, a little very light copal varnish (thinned; if necessary*

with turps). Lead so treated, has to be worked very quickly.*

For walls or other work you can still use some little oil in

the paint and have it flat, provided you add a little dissolved

bees-7vax to it. To make this useful article, take a clean pot

and put in a pound of bees-wax and dissolve it by heal. Take
\

the melted wax off the fire and add one gallon of turps, stir •

[

well and set aside for future use. You can flatten varnish,! i

or hard oil finish either, by using a little of this dissolved
j

wax. There is a finish called

“ Egg Shell Gloss,”

Which is much admired. It is about half way between a .

clearflat and a full gloss. Such a finish wears better and is

much easier to clean than if it were a clear flat one.

China Gloss or Florentine White.

Put on a priming coat of pure white lead and oil; 2d E

coat, mix the lead, half and half, oil and turps; 3d coat, :

the best French zinc, mixed flat, turps only
;
4th coat, a lit-

1 f

tie zinc and clear damar varnish; 5th coat, less zinc and [

clear damar varnish. Sand-paper between each coat, and -
f

give plenty of time for each coat to dry. This kind of work
i

should not be done if there is a prospect of the color being! 1

changed, for the reason that, if properly done and the room

has light, and if it has ordinary wear, it will last almost for-

ever. It is objectionable because it is a hard thing to paint
:

over
;
the superimposed color being liable to crack badly or

\

chip off. 1 |

$^TAn ounce of Gold is offered for every ounce of adulter- :

ation found in the Phoenix brand of Pure White Lead.
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Chipping off.

White lead paint becomes excessively hard after a few

years (and zinc more so) so that even sand-paper will scarcely

take hold of it. If it be painted aver in this state with a dark

color
,
or is grained, a slight blaiv will break it off. 1 his is the

very annoying fault called chipping
,
and it has probably

caused more hard feeling against a painter, than any other

operation in his line. He is blamed for putting on bad

paint or varnish, whereas the fault lies in the fact that in

inside work time transformspaint into a species ofglass ,
to which

\ new paint only adheres as it would to glass, that is, merely on

to its surface.

Graining or colored work that is done upon the bare wood never

acts this way. An indifferent paint or a poor varnish may indeed

wear off quickly or become mealy, but it seldom chips off. White

( paint over dark paint or graining acts in the same way as dark

paint over light.

In any case, with old work
,
where a radical change is

made, the old paint, if it has been on long enough to get so

hard that sandpaper will not take hold of it well, ought to be

either softened with some alkaline preparation^ or taken off by

burning with a painters’ furnace. This is a somewhat

|

* troublesome and expensive operation, but I believe the

painter who guarantees against chipping short of this, will

have reason to regret it, that is, if his word is good for a

year or more. I have, however, seen work stand fairly well

when painted over old and hard surfaces, if the old work

be passed averfirst with a moderately strong solution of soda or

of ammonia and soda, thoroughly washed afterwards ,
and so

painted on. This is a much cheaper way, certainly, for the

burning off business is expensive.

Spotting on Outside Work.

This mainly arises from the fact that weatherboarding and

other wood work have places which are crossgrained, and

hence more porous than others. These places soak up the

oil unequally on the surface, and leave the pigment unpro-

tected, subjected to the bleaching influences of the sun and

I

the weather. This effect is often heightened by the employ-

ment of staining colors which are not permanent. As a

rule, any pigment which changes very much upon the appli-

cation of oil, is bad to use. For instance, there is a grey on

Phoenix Pure White Lead has no blue in it to make it

look white. It can, for this reason, be used to mix delicate tints.

A
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the market which, in its normal or dry state, is quite light
(almost white) but oil immediately turns it almost a black.
If, from any cause, when this grey is used, the oil leaves the
surface entirely, or leaves it unequally, the dark staining
color becomes its normal light color again, and hence it will
be badly spotted.

To Paint Inside Walls.

The old-fashioned way to paint walls is to paint them
over and over again until you get a proper and even surface.
It may take from four to six coats; however, it is a good job
when it is done, provided you give each of the several coats
time enough to harden.
A newer way, resulting in a saving of both time and

money, is to put on a coat of good oil paint right on the
bare wall, and, over this, when dry, apply a coat of glue
size just strong enough to stop the suction (for, if too strong
the paint applied over it will peel off, if the size should
creep on the first coat, a little dissolved alum in the size

'

will prevent it). This sizing coat, if properly done, will
save, perhaps, two coats of paint. Finish the last coat as
you desire. An egg-shell gloss (page 48) on the size, finished

-

^

afterward with a full round coat of oil color, will give a
glossy and a good wearing paint for kitchen or halts. Or-
dinarily, however, a coat of varnish with a little color mixed
in it is, perhaps, much better for the last coat.

For Chambers or Parlors,

however, a flat finish is much to be preferred
;
the glare of

a full gloss bringing out all the defects, if there are any in
the wall, which look badly and are difficult to cover up.

\

All the best rooms in a house should, by general consent, I
be finished in flat colors without, certainly, a high gloss* if
it is desired they should be flat,

The Last Coat Should be Stippled.

This stippling is the work of two men at least
;

the one J

with the stippling brush following immediately after the one i

who lays on the color. A fine job of wall stippling can
hardly be done short of four or five coats on a bare wall.

The Phoenix brand of Pure White Lead is the standard
for comparison.
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HARD WOOD FINISHING, FLOORS, Etc.

The following described method of filling wrood was practiced
[

long before any of the wood fillers now used were patented.

The proper requisite for finishing hard wood is, first a good
;

filler, and the best filler yet found, is a good article of En-
glish China clay, or silicate of aluminum. It is light in color
and weight, is transparent, and becomes very hard; will

j

take any stain, and is impalpably fine, just as it comes
from the barrel. It should be dry and sifted through a fine

j: wire sieve, before using
;
it can be softened at first by add-

ing a little turps.

TO THIN OUT THE FILLING FOR USE.
Mix, say, one quart of turps

,
one quart of oil, and one pint

ofa good liquid dryer. This should set in a short time after

j

it has been put on, so that it can be scraped off clean. Use
1 a calcimine scraper for the flat parts of the work, and a cot-

ton rag for moldings, etc. By scraping off you save your
filling and your rags, and leave your filling with a more even
surface, the rags being liable to rub off too much filler, es-

pecially if it has not set sufficiently hard. In using rags,
1

rub as much as possible across the grain. After scraping off

the filling from the surface and wiping off the moldings and
uneven parts, and after the filling has become somewhat
hard, clean the face of the work off thoroughly, small sticks

being used for the quirks and corners. In making your
thinner as above, the point is to use turps enough to flat it,

or set it quick enough for it to be worked. If it should set

hard too quick, so that you can not clean it off easily, use

more oil. This operation is designed to fill up the grain

i of the wood, and wiping off all else, or, in other words, to

. simply putty up the fine pores solid and even, and to stop the

suction of the wood. In this operation be sure to destroy

or spread out your oily rags, for many a house has been
burnt up by the spontaneous combustion of these when
stowed away in some dark corner.

The Rule for Staining the Filling

Is, to make your filling as near the natural color of the

wood as possible, or just dark enough to show the grain to

the best advantage. For light woods, such as oak or pine,

use Brandon yellow, yellow ochre
,
or raw Sienna, toned, if too

HS^tThe mixing of any shade is an art easily learned.
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raw, with the umbers, of even black. Burnt umber and
burnt Sienna are good staining colors, according as they suit

the wood.
Let the filling coat stand until hard, at least over night,

then putty up wherever necessary with stained putty, malchd
f

exactly to the zvood
,
having several tones of the color for that

purpose. The work is now ready for your hard oil or var-

nish. A cheap and good job. can be done in two coats over

the filling, especially over the finer grained woods, such as

maple, cherry and even black walnut. Extra care must be

taken with ash or oak to fill it thoroughly.
Clean off your work properly before varnishing. Put on a

smooth coat, and keep dust from it.

If Imitation of Rubbed Work
Is desired, after your hard oil or varnish coat is hard, put on

a coat of wax finish made thus : one quart of best hard oil

finish ,
one quart of dissolved beeswax (see page 48) ,

and m
pint of turps. Lay this on as quickly as possible, covering
a door side all at once if possible; if this should be too flat

use more hard oil und less turps.

If a Finer Job -be Required,

Put on from two lo four coats of best hard oilfinish or good
cabinet rubbing varnish, allowing each coat ample time to gd
hard

,
for the harder your varnish is the better it will rub-

then take some raw rubbing oil, and mix with it, perhaps,’
one-fourth of benzine, rub this on the work with pulverized
pumice-stone

;
the finer this pumice is the greater will be thi

glass. A high gloss, however, is generally not desired. For f

flat surfaces you can use a piece of No. o sand-paper, moisten
'

the work and sandpaper with oil, then dip it into the pum-
ice-stone and rub lightly until you get the surface smooth.
You should hive pieces of woolen cloth or felt for the un-
even surfaces. Rub always the way of the grain. For carved
work or even moldings, you may use a stubby sash tool or f

small brush, working the pumice-stone and the oil together.
After the work is rubbed smooth, clean off nicely with rags
or waste. Leave no greasiness or grit on the work.

Rotten stone will give a finer polish than pumice-stone. ,

S^Fresco painters and decorators prefer Phoenix Pun
White Lead. They can get pure tones by using it
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HARD WOOD FLOORS.
People are beginning to realize that there is nothing equal

to a hard wood floor, or a stained pine floor finished as hard
wood. They are sweet, fresh and cleanly.
Hard wood floors are generally scraped and cleaned off

nicely by the carpenter, and there is no trouble in making
a good job of them. Mix the filling, and stain it as before
described, perhaps, however, with more oil. If the cracks
and joints are small, the filling goes a long way to stop them
up while the filling is scraped off by the scraper. Usually
two coats of varnish are enough, the last one being the -wax
finish before described (see page 52). This, however, makes
a somewhat slippery floor, but it looks nice if put on well.

Some, however, like more shine to it, in which case put on a

heavier bodied, or more varnish. A varnish, however, should
be used which is guaranteed not to mar or scratch by walking
over it. Pine floors are not generally so nicely laid, but of

course the smoother they are the better will be the work.

Treat them, however, just as you would a hard wood floor,

and stain any color you wish. This must be done after thefill-

ing is on. You can, of course, rub a hard wood floor down
to a cabinet finish in oil and pumice

;
a stained job, how-

ever, is more difficult to do, and requires a heavier body of

varnish.

In some respects a clear wax finish, without varnish, is

better; but they are a great deal of trouble to keep polished.

The polishing is done by using a hard brush and plenty of

elbow grease every week. The method described above
obviates this.

GRAINING.
It used to be considered that it is better to let new work

stand grounded in for a year or more, and let it shrink all

that it is going to do before graining. Riper experience

now teaches us that graining stands much better on the

whole when brought up and finished from the bare wood

;

it will certainly never chip off and make the unsightly ap-

pearance which is so mortifying alike to the artist and

to the housekeeper. When done in the new manner the

wood may shrink some in a year, more or less. It can then,

however, be puttied up with colored putty, and revarnished;

a process which ought to be gone through with anyway.

gG$*ln mixing colors, follow directions, and you can not go

wrong.
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After this it will be a permanent job. For best work
,
do not

put on too muchpaint for a ground coat. Three thin coats
properly papered and smooth- laid on, are ample; do nd
hurry it through at lightning speed

,
for something will crack

and break.

As to the ground color, a good general rule is to take tht

lightest shade in the real wood you intend to imitate ; better a

trifle lighter than darker. Some of the best effects are
brought out in graining by glazing or shading, and this can
not be done so well if the ground is too dark

;
better also

make it a little brighter than the real wood. In the case of
some rich woods, mahogany for instance, a ground of yellow
or an orange will allow the grainer to bring out the best ef-

fects. Some grainers have preferences, and if the painter is

wise he will consult the grainer as to his wish before he lays
in the work.

It is by no means an easy task to write how to grain
;
perhaps I had

better not attempt it. It is about as easy to learn to write a good
English hand or to speak the German tongue without a living
teacher, as to learn to grain under the like circumstances. It may
truthfully be said that any one who can learn to write a good hand
can learn to grain by an earnest application to it. He must get a fewcombs—steel and leather or rubber—an over-grainer, blender, etc.
Study nature s work in the wood and practice, practice, and when
he thinks he has got it, practice again. The admirable quality
of self-esteem will be sure to suggest that his work is almost fault-
less, and the only thing that will convince him to the contrary
is time. Let him preserve his first faultless piece of work, and
look at it again in a few years and he will be ashamed of it. A
good help for quick work is a set of Callow’s graining tools, but aman can do better work without these or any other machine if he is
a good grainer. Above all, do not try to beat nature, especially dur-
ing the first three months of practice. A good job of plain comb-
ing, straight, clean and fine combed, the way of the grain, and cut
off sharp at the joints, for oak, is much better taste than an attempt
at knots, “ angle worms,” or fancy work. Even black walnut, prop-
erly grounded, stippled in distemper with Vandyke brown lightly,
and glazed up to the color of the wood in burnt umber in oil, is

far preferable to a good decorator than large and crooked grains
and loud markings. Get a clear, soft and transparent color and
fine grain, and it will look well, and generally accord with the fur-
niture and wall decorations. An imitation of wood should be either
first-class or not at all. Some think it is better not at all, claiming
that it is an artistic fraud.

It is said that graining wears better than plain painting.
The fact, however, is due mostly to the good varnish cover-
ing it.

The Phoenix brand of Pure White Lead preserves sur-
faces from decay.
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WHITE LEAD.

;
The base or body material of all paint is carbonate of

leid, called, commercially, “white lead.” It is made di-
rectly from pig lead (the best refined lead of commerce be-
ing used). A surface painted with white lead, therefore,
receives a coating of this almost unchangeable metal. It is

for this reason that a pure leadpaint will wear so much longer
than any other pigment.

There are many ways of making carbonate of lead, or
white lead, as a chemical product, but there is only^w^ true

way for making it when it is to be used as a pigment
;
this

way is called “corroding it by the old Dutch process. ”

Millions of dollars have been spent attempting to find

some cheap and quick method for doing by chemical and me-
chanical means, what nature slowly does unseen by means
of her own forces. All such cheap “quick process ” 7nethods

have failed. They have been able to make a pure white lead,

but one with characteristics which render it useless for a pig-

ment or for use in the arts
,
being crystalline in its nature, and

possessing little or no body.

To make white lead by the old Dutch process, requires the
outlay of a large sum of money for a plant and for machin-
ery. It takes from one hundred to one hundred and twenty
days for the pig lead to be in process of manufacture before
it can be shipped out as white lead. The processes lead
goes through during its transformation are many and varied,

requiring constant, careful and skillful watching all the
time; besides repeated manipulation by machinery made es-

pecially for the purpose.

There are many reputable brands of “pure white lead”
on the market to-day, differing, however, in quality one
with the other, their purity being unquestioned. The quality

ofa white lead determines its value as a pigment
,
and its qual-

ity depends on the experience, care and skillful attention

given to it at all times during its manufacture.

It should be understood that absolute purity is not always a
guarantee of good quality. For illustration: wheat grown in* the
same field may be ground at two different mills, yielding, in one
case, the most excellent flour, while in the other, it may be so in-
ferior as to be hardly fit for use, and yet both are absolutely pure.
The same rule will apply in the manufacture of white lead. If the
very best metallic lead is used, and unskilled labor and insufficient

H&HTUse the Phoenix brand of Pure White Lead once, and you
will use no other.
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or poor machinery employed, the lead but partially corroded, im-

properly washed, not carefully floated or thoroughly dried, the re-

sult after grinding it with oil can not be satisfactory
;
although, as

in the case of the mill making the poor flour, purity can not be de-

nied.

A pure white lead in oil
,
in order to be a paint

,
satisfactory in

every respect
,
must possess certain characteristics :

1. It must be opaque and amorphous, else it will be

more or less transparent, requiring coat after coat to cover

a given surface.

2. It must be finely ground; sofine that when rubbed

with thefinger on a piece ofglass or smooth slate with an

excess of oil, no gritty or hard substances will be percepti-

ble. If it is not fine it will not make
,
when mixed

,
so

much paint
,
pound for pound,

as can be made with an

article which possesses this characteristic; nor will it do

suchfine or even work under the brush.

3. It should be tenacious and tough
,
falling in shreds

from the paddle when dipped from the keg.

This is one of the most valuable characteristics a lead can

have, as it causes it to adhere better to the surface painted,

and enables the workman to “ brush out” the paint to the

farthest extent possible, thus covering more square feet of sur-

face with a given quantity of material. Very few leads pos-

sess this characteristic in any degree
;
most of them do not

have it at all, being just the opposite, like lard, slipping

short off from the paddle, falling in a dab, and staying wher-

ever put. A lead having this latter characteristic works

very free under the brush, requires a larger amount of ma-

terial to cover a given surface, takes less oil, and does not

make such an even surface on account of the workman’s

ability to “ plaster it on ” without “brushing out.”

4. It should be well combined with the oil ;
should

be of a firm, uniform consistency throughout the keg,

and should break up easily when mixed with a small quan-

tity of oil so as to be easily dipped from the keg.

5. A lead should be white. Not the blue white obtained by

mixing blue in it during its manufacture,
or the white obtained

by the use ofcertain bleaching chemicals and acids
,
either by action

on the lead or by treating the oil in which it is ground. With a

lead made white by means of the former, it is almost impos-

sible to mix the more delicate tints; the blue continually

fH^The Phoenix brand of Pure White Lead will not chip off.
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throwing the tint off. Whitened by the latter means causes

l deterioration of the paint in a variety of forms after short ex-

posure.
1 Note. -Great degree of whiteness in a lead is not such an all-im-

portant requisite or advantage. It may be, in fact, a positive disad-

vantage. when obtained at the sacrifice of other more valuable
qualities. This is so on account of a peculiar property possessed by

- carbonate of lead, viz: that of bleaching out to an absolute white
when exposed to the light for a few days. This being the case, any
well made lead (provided no bleaching acids or chemicals have
been used in its manufacture) will, after a few days exposure, bleach
out to an absolute unshaded white.

The Eckstein White Lead Co. claim that their Phoenix
brand of Pure White Lead meets all these requirements
in the highest degree possible. An experience offifty years,

;

coupled with careful and personal attention to every smallest

detail of its manufacture, is the reason why the bruiid manu-
factured by them is held in such high esteem all over the

country; is, in fact, the standard for comparison. Their new
works, erected in 1883, contain nothing but the newest and
most perfect machinery, all of which was devised by them-

selves
;
much of it being patented, can be used by no other

I manufacturer.

Each package of their Phoenix brand bears on its head a

black label, the fac-simile of which is on the opposite page,

and on its side a red label guaranteeing the purity of the

package. Further, the package has stamped or lettered on

it the date (day, month and year) on which it was ground,

also the number of the miller who ground it. Large pack-

ages (200 lbs. to 600 lbs.), in addition, are numbered consec-

| utively. At the end of each day sample kegs of the lead

ground are set aside for reference to, in case of necessity.

this system they are enabled to watch and keep track of every

package made, and by referring to records kept for the pur-

f
pose, tell the history of the manufacture of every identical

* package, from the first to the last. By none of the other

manufacturers is this system in use, and patrons of the

Phoenix brand can rest assured that the lead purchased from

the Eckstein Co. will always be uniform in quality.

PIGMENTS.

Zinc. French zinc is the best and whitest. It is more
transparent than lead, its covering power being three, as

compared to lead, which is five. It is said to be non-

8£tT The Phoenix brand of Pure White Lead will not chalk

when properly mixed.
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poisonous, and to retain its whiteness under some circum-
stances better than lead. Its use is principally for white
enameling or china glass, but this is seldom called for

now. For outside work it is apt to chip or flake off.

Venetian Red. This color is of every-day use in a paint-
shop. It is very permanent, a good dryer. It should be
ground fine.

Indian Red— Tuscan Red. English, Indian and Tuscan red
are probably the strongest bodied, most opaque colors in

general use. They are fine in their grain. Can be used
even without grinding. They dry well with a little as-

sistance from dryers. They, however, become darker from
exposure.

Vermillion is a fugitive color. Does best as a body color on
a ground of Venetian red. Is used principally for lining
and tinting, sometimes as a body color; but in oil, for a

fine shade, needs glazing with carmine. In thin mixtures
it works badly, as it settles quickly from its weight. The
new analine vermillions, although they are very pretty

colors, are, perhaps, more fugitive than genuine Vermil-
lion. These may be easily detected by wetting the end of

your finger and rubbing a little on it, when the flesh will

be dyed.
Red Minerals. There are a large number of fire-proof min-

eral paints in the market
;
they are mostly used for tin

roofs
;
they are mostly fair dryers, are permanent, and

should always have a place in a paint-shop. Princes’ and
Lyons’ minerals and Brandon red are good. Brandon
red is a good substitute for Italian Sienna; it is a strong-'

•bodied color, but in thin color semi-transparent. These are

all finegrained colors, and for common work can be used
without grinding. The best American burnt Sienna is fre-

quently used as a stain for cherry. It is also a useful

color in calcimining, giving a fair terra-cotta tint, and is

not effected by old lime in the plaster.

Yellcnu Ochre is also an every-day color. It is permanent, ]

but naturally a slow drier. In oil combinations it needs
to be finely ground.

Brandon Yellow is a useful color, semi-transparent, does

better in water than in oil. It is used in oil more as a

cheap stain for pine. In water it makes a very useful tint

with whiting.

White Lead may be chemically pure, and be valueless

as a pigment
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Chrome Yellow is indispensable to a painter. Should be
ground well; is fairly permanent

;
is also useful in tinting.

For this purpose, however, it is well to be aware of lime,
by passing over the wall a thin coat of shellac, hard oil,

or damar.
Dutch Pink. Dutch pink is a useful yellow in calcimining.
Umber—Raw and Burnt. Burnt umber is the more useful
of the two. Turkey umber, finely ground, is indispensa-
ble for graining. It, however, is somewhat fugitive also

in combination with white. With yellow ochre, Brandon
yellow, American burnt Sienna and lamp black, you may
dispense with the umbers as Stainers, and get any umber
shade you wish.

Vandyke Brown is used in graining and staining almost ex-

clusively. It is a miserable dryer.

Blue. A good article of ultramarine blue will serve most of

the purposes for which blue is needed. It, however, is

somewhat purplish. For a good sky-blue, cobalt is better.

Green

.

All the color makers have chosen greens which they
call by their own distinctive names. Some are a little

better than others
;
but all pure goods are better than em-

erald green or Paris green for covering. This last is very
brilliant, but is a poisonous pigment and most tantaliz-

ingly transparent and without body. For tinting, chrome,
greens must be worked over shellac, hard oil, or damar,
as lime will turn them red.

Ultramarine green is a pretty blue green. <*The only
green which shows green by artificial light, and hence
called gas-lig . l green. Ultramarine green is used only in

distemper.

Black. Lamp-black is also one of our most useful pigments.
It is a very slow dryer, but is the most permanent pig-

ment known; is almost unchangeable and indestructible.

It needs no grinding, but must be strained through a fine

strainer. Its opacity is great, but is surpassed in this

quality by the new carbon black. Lamp black is a blue-

black, and with white gives a bluish-grey. Drop-black is

a jet black, which in oil or japan is used sparingly in

house work
;
but this in powder or Swedish black is used

in water colors for tinting, and works all right when
ground.

Lake. Rose lake makes a fair body color in water for tint-

IWWhite Lead made by chemical means has no body, and
will not wear.

A
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ing coves in cornices, etc., but is very fugitive when ex-
posed to light. Madder lake, Chatemuc lake, Munich
lake and carmine are superior in richness and brilliancy,
and somewhat in permanency

;
but when good they are

expensive. The color trade would help painters if they
could introduce a brilliant crimson at a reasonable price,
permanent and capable of forming fine pink and rose tints

with white. In oil painting the fine lakes are only used
to glaze over vermillion or other reds, and are generally
protected by varnish.

VARNISHING.

Buy your varnish of a good reliable maker, even if it does
cost a trifle more. Tell him the purpose for which you re-

quire the article, and you will generally be satisfied.

For outside varnishing the trade has pretty generally dis-
carded varnish, the best of it will comparatively soon perish.
A thin coat of oil and turps with a little dryer

,
nibbed off with a

rag
,
and this done a little oftener

,
perhaps

,
than you would var-

nish, keeps outside work in good shape and ready at any timefor
any changes in color or style

, without being tormented with crack-
ingand blistering. A good reliable varnish for inside work will
not soon be displaced. It must be put on over all graining,
and hard wood owes most of its beauty and usefulness to
varnish; it brings out the grain, is bright, and easily
kept clean.

The most of varnishes require to be worked well and
quick, and are better done in a warm and dry room

;
damp-

ness in the air causes a disagreeable film. The under coats
should be thoroughly dry.

Polishing varnishes should be hard before rubbing. For a
high gloss, use a flowing varnish made especially for that
purpose. A good varnish properly put on will cover a mul-
titude of sins underneath, but will manifest very rough
work. If a flat varnish de desired

,
mix with your varnish

bees-wax and turps 7uhile all are warm. A painted wall liable

to be soiled, as a kitchen wall, is improved by a coat of
varnish, and painted wood-work liable to hard usnge, is also

better for a coat of varnish. In these cases, however, the
color of the varnish should be very light, and, perhaps,
stained with a little of the color without oil.

Every package of Phoenix brand of Pure White Lead is

guaranteed to give satisfaction.
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1

If it be necessary to Min out varnish, warm it,
;

if pos-
sible; if turpentine be necessary, put that in warm too,
but do not warm either upon a red-hot stove if you value
your shop, your customer's house, or your own good looks.

These are necessary factors in doing a goodjob of varnishing :

a hard and smooth ground, light, heat and cleanliness
,
good var-

nish presupposed.

As a rule, the less oil there is in the ground work, the bet-
ter will be the job of varnishing, at least, the less liable to

crack or blister.

In many houses there is a constant shrinking and swelling
of wood, and probably a large amount of the cracking of
varnish is due to this cause. A furnace in a house will

shrink all the wood-work, and the summer weather will

swell it again
;
now, if the varnish be hard and rigid it must

crack if the wood swells.

CHOOSING COLORS.

A number of works are published with the object of in-

forming the public how to color houses just right, and I

confess that I get confused at the multitude of good counsel.
I shall not attempt to add to this confusion, but be content
with having done what I could, in the previous pages, to

elucidate the principles which underlie a choice, and which
must be applied according to circumstances. A few general
principles only.

Cultivated people seem to have outgrown combinations of
primitive colors, as well as all loud or startling effects. But
once in a while an odd genius will break through the pre-

vailing verdict of society, as has the English artist, Whistler,
who glories in having his house decorated in bright yellow.
But few men or women have his taste, indeed, “ there is

no accounting for taste.”

Get in rapport with the architect of the house, if possible,

and aid in bringing out his idea with colors. If it is a plain

,

substantial house, paint it with good substantial looking colors,

having respect also to its surroundings.
A Gothic, Swiss, or houses of that character, allow a

greater display of taste and stronger effects, while the Queen
Anne style gives an opportunity for quainter and stronger
effects still.

Itgj^Use dark shades on the lower or recessed portions of

a house.

A
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If you should choose the color from some other house
,
you

need not be surprised if your house looks very different from
the sample

,
due to difference in style

,
aspect and surroundings.

To aid painters and others in selecting, I give samples of

new and approved colors, hues and tints, and how to make
them. Some of these may not be considered very pretty,

but it may be set down as a truism that there are no ugly

colors if rightly placed the art is in so combining them as to

bring out their beauty
.

(These colors found in back.)

CALCIMINING OR TINTING IN DISTEMPER.
A good job of calcimining depends very largely upon hav-

ing the wall properly prepared. All old calcimine should be

washed off clean
,
and should there be lime wash on before,

it

should be scraped offJ
or neutralized. Lime seems to absorb

and retain the smoke-stains, and so will discolor the work.
Strong glue size will often cause the calcimine to peel off.

The best preparation for a bad wall is to get it as sjnooth as

possible
,
and then to pass over it a thin coat of shellac, hard oil

finish, or damar varnish. Kill bad stains with a solution of
hot alum, shellac, varnish, or by pasting a piece of white

paper over them.
Provide the best gilders’ whiting or Paris white, and

good, strong, light-colored glue, free from hog stock, say

in the proportion of one pound of glue to twenty or twenty-

five pounds of whiting.

Set the glue in soak some hours before you need it and cook
it without burning. Mix your whiting with a little water. Break
it well up and quite stiff, put in what coloring matter you have de-
cided on, mix it thoroughly, dry out a little on a piece of white
paper, if not just the shade, make it so

;
put in your glue, which,

if your whiting be of the right consistency, will make your calci-

mine about right to strain. After straining, see that you have
put in enough glue to bind it, by trying it again with this object.

If there is not enough glue it will rub off when it is dry ; if there is too

much it will flake off when it gets thoroughly dry. Choose between
the two extremes , and have it so bound on, that, if necessary, you can
go over it again. Make one coat do, if possible. One coat work, if

properly put on, is smoother and not so liable to peel off as more coats.

In putting on calcimine do not lay it off all oneway as you
wouldpaint

;

the idea is to cover every spot as soon as possible,

working it every way to get it level, smooth, and without brush

marks. Calcimine works better if cold and jellied. It is very

necessary, while working it, to keep the edges wet all along the

Use lighter shades on the projecting portions or

“high lights” of a house.
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line, if part of il is allowed to dry or sink in, bad and rough
work is the result. Hence, the general necessity for two men
to work together

,
to keep the edges wet

,
and to properly and

smoothly finish the work as they go. Men accustomed to this
work become quite skillful and clean about it, but the best
of them had better cover up with drop cloths, carpets or
other goods which it is necessary to leave in the room

; it is

best to take them all out, if possible. Before putting on
your sizing or your color, see that all cracks or holes cere stopped
up with plaster of Paris, and also that these are dry, as wet
plaster will cause a discoloration, or rather, will always re-

main the color it is while wet, while the dry walls will dry
out quite light in comparison with the wet spots. Remem-
ber, also, that you can not do a good job unless the suction
be stopped before you put on the color. This is sometimes done
by a glue size to which some soap dissolved in water has
been added, and perhaps a little alum. Nothing is better

,

however, than a thin coat of hard oil finish or damar varnish,
but these must be thoroughly hard first.

Sometimes a very hot or limy wall is improved by a coat
of strong vinegar. If you do not shellac or varnish any other
places, do so on cracks or holes stopped up, and on any
place where the enamel of the plaster is taken off by sand-
paper or otherwise.

. PAINTING BRICK WALLS.
A newly laid brick wall contains within itself a large

amount of moisture, and, if painted in this condition, es-
pecially just before winter sets in, the paint will retain this
water, and a cold snap will freeze it and help to crumble
the brick, and moreover, newly laid mortar still retains con-
siderable of the caustic property of the lime, which will eat
up or destroy the paint very quickly. If, then, there be suf-
ficient reasons for making a good appearance at the start,
better put on a coat of cement wash the color of the brick,
made (if this be red) principally of water, cement, Venetian
red, and a little lime or lime-water and s„alt. This will

|
make it look all right for a year or so, it will not prevent

[
the evaporation of the water, and will allow the caustic lime

I to act upon the sand of the mortar and harden it. When
I the wall is properly seasoned (if it has holes or cracks, point

f
these up with Portland cement and sand, using no li?ne ),

ti^The Superiority of the Phoenix brand of Pure White Lead
is testified to from every section of the country.
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cut off the lumps anil rub off the surface with a brick. It is I

now ready for painting. If red brick is desired, give the f
wall two coats of good oil paint; the first may be a good*
iron mineral paint, the second of best English Venetian red,*

ground in oil, and the third of flat brick red, if it be desired *
flat, which is certainly the best for appearance. But clear

oil paint with a gloss, may last a little longer.

Flat brick red is now mode by most manufacturers; buy

the best or make it yourself in this way : Take, for a light

brick red, about equal parts in bulk, of English Venetian

red, ground in oil, and dry Brandon yellow, then add about

a quart of good coach japan or hard oil finish to, say, two

gallons of thick paint to bind the dry color, finally thin out

with turpentine entirely. Try a little of this first, it should
‘

dry flat, and not rub off. If it is too glossy, put in more
j

color and more turps; if it rubs off put in more japan.

If a darker color be desired, put in Indian red in place of

the yellow. This paint must be put on quickly and with
j

care, just as flatting is done for inside work. On 710 account

can it be worked after it has set. When leaving off from any

cause, cut in the edges cleanly to the line of the brick, both ,

on the sides and the ends of the brick. The color, also,;
;

should be uniform as a coat over the whole front. J \

‘

If the brick are to be penciled, lay off the lines uniform

and the ends plumb, and if not in full practice, buy a few

trenches and practice pencilling awhile before you go on
‘

the job. The lines should be straight, even and fine. If the
'

wall be desired of any other color, prepare it in the same

way. Let the first coat be good oil paint, and plenty of it;

after that use less oil, more pigment and perhaps more turps;

the third coat ought to bear out pretty even, but the second

usually looks worse than the first.

PAINTING IRON.
[From the Painters' Magazine and Coach Painter.]

Whilst the necessity of painting iron-work arises from its

liability, when exposed to the atmosphere, to oxydize, the
.

great advance in artistic iron-work, whether for railings,

porticoes, balustrades, finials, terminals, crestings, etc., has

led to a demand for skill and taste in so coloring the pat-

terns as to aid the effects of the designs. Instead of monot.

onous, uniform hues, we have polychromatic decoration,;

Government, in several departments, requires that

the Phoenix brand of Pure White Lead be used.
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such as emphasizes the principal features, and marks the

distinguishing constructive forms. The effect of taste in this

particular has been particularly well illustrated in many of

the extremely handsome balustrades passing from story to

story in full sight, in the capacious walls of some of our

prominent business buildings of recent erectiop, aided by

the aerial effect of lofty, continuous stairways 1'ighted from

above.

By marking the ornamentally molded centers of a succes-

; sion of the same designs in panel or rail form with gilding

or enamel paints, the eye, in a casual glance, is better able

to follow the radiating portions, touched up here and there

|
by brilliant primary and other hues, constructional points,

such as rivets and bands, being similarly emphasized by dis-

tinctive tints. The time has gone by when dark, sombre

J coats, ordinarily black, were thought to be alone appropri-

ate to iron, as if otherwise it might be mistaken for some-

thing really different from what it was. Still, there is too

much adherence on the part of architects, especially in grand

ornamental gates to buildings, to black, which contrasts

badly with stone, brick and terra cotta. Thus, much elabor-

ate beauty in work imitative of wrought iron is lost. So

with massive decorative standards for lamps. In Italy,

France, and even in England, colors are put to splendid ac-

count in decorative iron-work. The most notable instance

of painting decorative iron-work on a large scale, is the

Crystal Palace, at Sydenham, near London, where red, yel-

low and blue in appropriate shades are used for the coloring

of pillars, arches, and their spans, of girders and the lofty

\ arched roof, and with superb results. The insertion of en-

« tablatures in relief, these being of iron, between stories

having iron bow windows, as seen in some of our apartment

| houses, afford fine opportunities for color effects, if only in

supplying a different ground to the raised forms, but this

is generally neglected for the sake of a monotonous uni?

formity.

Experiments conducted by the Dutch State Railroad on

the behavior of different paints for iron work, have shown
that red lead best resists the action of the atmosphere. It

was discovered, too, that the coat holds better on iron

plates cleaned by pickling, than when the plates have been

scraped or brushed. The trial sheets were pickled with hy-

gilT The Phoenix brand of Pure White Lead wears es-

pecially well on exposed surfaces.
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drochloric acid, washed with warm water, dried and oiled!

while still warm.
To prepare cast-iron for japanning it is necessary to make*

the surface smooth, and to this end, the best course is to I
fill the apertures with putty, with which iron filings or cast®

iron borings have been mixed, and boiled linseed oil or a!
little japan varnish. The putty in this case should be as I
hard as possible, and on drying be smoothed with sand®
paper.

CAR PAINTING.

[From an address delivered by Mr. R. McKeon, published in

“The National Car-Builder.”]

A first-class day railway-coach, on any of our main roads,

costs, when complete, about $6,000. To protect this work,

the painter expends from $300 to $600. This latter figure

will make a first-class job. The car has been completed in

the wood shop, and is turned over to the painter, who is re-

sponsible for the finish. He is expected to smooth over all

rough places or defects in the wood, which requires both

patience and skill to make the work look well. Twelve-

weeks should be the time allowed to paint a car, and it can

not be done in any less time, to make a good job, that will

be a credit to the painter and all other parties interested in

the construction and finish of the car. Too much painting

is done in a hurry
;
proper time is not given the work to dry

or become thoroughly hardened before it is run out of the

shop, and consequently it does not always give the satisfac-

tion it should; nor can it be expected that hurried work

will be so lasting or durable as that which has the necessary >

time given to finish it.

The priming coat of paint on a car is of as much impor- f

tance as any succeeding one, and, perhaps, more. I have
,

seen good work ruined in the priming by little or no atten-

tion being given by the painter to the mixing and applying

of the first coat. The foundation is the support, and on

that rests your success or failure. The priming should be

made of the proper material, imxed with care from good led
\

and good oil
,
and not picked up from old paints which have .

been standing mixed, and must necessarily be fat and

gummy, for such are unfit for use on a good job, and will

have a decided tendency to spoil the whole work. Specis
j

f^^The Eckstein White Lead Co’s “ Coach and Car " brad

is always one year old before it is shippped.

I I
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care should be exercised, both in mixing and applying the
priming, and it should be put on very light, so that it may
penetrate well into the wood. Too much oil is worse than
not enough. Good gi'ound lead is by far the best material
for the under coats on a car, and although I have tried other

materialsfor priming ,
yet / have failed tofind any thing equal

to the lead. Two coats should be given to the car before it

is puttied, as it is best to fill well with paint the nail-holes

and plugs, as well as defects in the wood, so that moisture
may not secure a lodgment, which otherwise will cause
putty to swell, although sometimes unseasoned lumber will

swell the putty, and as it shrinks, the nail remains station-

ary, and, of course, the putty must gyre way.
In mixing putty, which may be a small matter with some,

take care to so prepare it that it will dry perfectly hard in

eighteen hours. Use ground lead and japan, stiffening up
with dry lead, and whatever coloring you may require in it

to match your priming coats. The next coats, after the
work is well puttied, should be made to dry flat and hard.
Two coats should be applied, and for all ordinary jobs or
cheap work, sand-papering is all that is necessary for each
coat; but when a good surface is required, I would recom-
mend one coat to be put on heavy enough to fill the grain,
and before being set, scrape with a steel scraper. The
plain surface is all that requires coating and scraping with
the heavy mixture; for this coat, which we call “ filling,” I
use one-half ground lead and any good mineral which ex-
perience has shown can be relied on. This scraping of the
panel-work will fill the wood equal to two coats of rough
stuff, and saves a great amount of labor over the old process,
when so much rubbing with lump pumice-stone was done.
Sand-paper when the filling is thoroughly hard, and apply
another coat of paint of ordinary thickness, when, after
another light sand-papering, you have a good surface for
your color.

Rough coating on cars has gone almost out of use, and I
believe that but few shops are now using it to any extent.
My experience is that paint has less tendency to crack where
rough stuff is left off. I do not claim that the “ filling ” was
the principal cause of the cracking, if it was properly
mixed, but I believe the water used in rubbing down a car
with the lump pumice-stone injures the paint, as it will

fS^A smooth, well- filled surface is obtained when the

Eckstein “ Coach and Car ” brand of lead is used.
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penetrate in some places, more particularly around the
moldings and plugs.

The car being ready for the finishing color, this should
be mixed with the same proportions of dryer as the previous
coat, or just sufficient to have it dry in about the same time.

A very great error with many car-painters is using a large

portion of oil in the under coats, and then but little, if any,

in the finishing coats; this has a decided tendency to crack,

the under coats being more elastic. I always aim to have
color dry in about the same time, after I have done my
priming; by this plan, I secure what all painters should la-

bor to accomplish—namely, little liability to crack. Work
will of course crack sometimes, after being out a few
months, or when it has repeated coatings of varnish

;
and

using a quick rubbing varnish on work will cause it to give
way in fine checks quicker than any thing else. A/any of
the varnishes we use are the cause of the paint cracking

,
and no

painter has been wholly exempt from this trouble.
The most common cause of cracking is poorjapan

, which
is the worst enemy that the car-painter has to contend with;
the greater part of the japan that we get is too elastic, and
will dry with a tack, and the “japan gold-size ” we have
has generally the same fault, although the English “ gold-

size ” is generally of good quality, but its high price is an

objection to its use. A little more care in the manufacture
of japans would give us a better dryer, and few would object

to the additional cost. Japan that I have frequently had I

found to curdle in the paint

;

it would not mix with it, but

would gather in small gummy particles on the top. Work
painted with such material can not do otherwise than crack

and scale
,
and the remedy lies only in getting a good pure

article of turpentine japan.
In regard to using ground lead, car-painters differ, as some

prefer to grind their own in the shop. I use the manufac-
tured lead, and my reasons for doing so are that it is gen-

erally finer than any shop can grind it with present facilities,

and it has age after grinding, which improves its quality.

You can also get a purer lead and with more body than you

can by grinding in the shop, which is a fact that I think

most painters must admit
;

I have tested it very fully, and

am convinced on this point. S
Permit me to make a few suggestions here in regard to the

i&^The best Coach makers require The Eckstein White

Lead Co's “ Coach and Car ” brand of lead.
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mixing of paint, which may not fully agree with others’
views. There is just as much paint that cracks by putting

^

it on too flat as by using too much oil. I have seen some
painters mix their finishing color so that it was impossible to

get over a panel of ordinary size before it was set under the
brush, consequently the color would rough up. Color

l should be mixed so that it will not flat down for some time
= after leaving it, and then you have got some substance that

$ will not absorb the varnish as fast as it is applied to the sur-

face. This quick drying of color is not always caused by
want of oil in it, but because there is too much japan, and a

'

less quantity of the latter will do better work, and make a

|
smoother finish. Give your color forty-eight hours to dry

jr between coats
;
I always give that time, unless it is a hurried

| job, and we have very few such jobs in our shop, as experi-
- ence has fully demonstrated that it is poor economy to hurry
t work out of the shop before it is properly finished.

In car-painting, both raw and boiled oils are used, and
| good work may be done with either, but I would recommend
I oil that is but slightly boiled in preference to either the raw

or the boiled After it is boiled, if it is done in the shop,

±. let it stand twenty-four hours to settle, then strain off care-
I fully; this takes out all the impurities and fatty matter from
I the oil, and it will dry much better, nor will it have that

t tack after drying that you find with common boiled oil.

I Use the proper quantity of dryer in mixing your paint, and

|

| a good, reliable job will be the result. In car-painting, I

I would never recommend the use of prepared colors which
are ground in oil, as nine-tenths of such colors are ground
in a very inferior oil, and they may have been put up for

a great length of time, in which case they become fatty,

and will invariably crack. These canned colors do not im-
prove with age, as lead and varnish do. Finishing colors
should all be ground in the shop, unless special arrange-
ments can be made with manufacturers to prepare them, and
the color should be fresh, not over six or eight days old
after being mixed and open to the air. Enough may be
prepared at a time to complete the coating on a job, but

f
when color stands over a week, it is not fit to use on first-

I
class work, as it becomes lifeless, and has lost that free

I;
working which we find in fresh mixed colors; such color

|
may, however, be used upon a cheap class of work, or on————

Eckstein White Lead Co.’s " Coach and Car” lead

has received everywhere the highest endorsements.
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trucks, steps, etc., so that nothing need be wasted in the shop.

Three coats of varnish over the color are necessary on a

first-class coach. The first coat should be a hard drying

varnish put on the flat color; the quick rubbing that some
use I would not recommend, but one that will dry in five

days (in good drying weather) sufficiently hard to*&ib, is the

best for durability. After striping and ornamenting the

car, and when thoroughly washed, give a coat of medium
drying varnish

; let this stand eight days
;
then rub lightly

with curled hair or fine pumice-stone, and apply the finish-

ing coat, which is “wearing body;” this will dry hard in

about ten days, after which the car may be run out of the

shop. It should then be washed with cold water and a soft

brush, and it is then ready for the road. In varnishing,

many will apply the varnish as heavy as they can possibly

make it lie, when, as a consequence, it flows over and runs

or sags down in ridges, and of course does not harden prop-

erly
;

this also leaves a substance for the weather to act on.

It is better to get just enough on at a coat to make a good

even coating which will flow out smooth, and this will dry

hard, and will certainly wear better than the coat that is

piled on heavy.

Varnishing, we claim, can be overdone, some painters’

opinions to the contrary. We have heard of those who put

two and a half gallons on the body of a fifty-foot car at one

application, and we have also listened to the declaration

made by a member of the craft, that he put two gallons on

the body of a locomotive-tank. Such things are, perhaps,

possible, and may have been done, but if so, we know that

the work never stood as well as it would if done with one-

half the quantity to a coat. In varnishing a car, care should

be taken to have the surface clean
;
water never injures paint

where it is used for washing, and a proper attention to

cleanliness in this respect, and in the care of brushes used^

for varnishing, will insure you a good-looking job.

Perhaps your shop facilities for doing work are none of

the best, but do the best you can with what you have
;

se-

lect, if possible, a still, dry day for varnishing, especially

for the finishing coat. Keep your shop at an even temper-,

J

ature; avoid cold draughts on the car from doors and win-1

dows; wet the floor only just sufficient to lay the dust, for

if too wet the dampness arising will have a tendency to

Eckstein White Lead Co.'s

is ground almost as stiff as putty.

’ Coach and Car ” lead
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destroy the lustre of your varnish. Of course, we can not al-
ways do varnishing to our perfect satisfaction, especially
where there are twenty-five or thirty men at work in an open
shop, and six or eight cars are being painted, when more or
less dirt and dust are sure to get on the work.
A suggestion might here be made to railroad managers,

which is, that no paint-shop is complete where the entire
process of painting and finishing a car has to be done in
one open shop. A paint-shop should be made to shut off in
sections by sliding-doors, one part of the shop being used
exclusively for striping and varnishing. I know from ex-
perience that nine-tenths of the railroad paint-shops are
deficient in this particular, and still we are expected to turn
out a clean job, no matter what difficulties we are compelled
to labor under. Many further hints might be given in re-
gard to this matter of shop facilities and conveniences, but
as it is not here my object to argue the point, I leave it with
this brief mention.

In regard to the care of a car after it has left the shop,
I think more attention should be given to this than is done
on many roads. The car should not be allowed to run un-
til it is past remedy, and the dirt and smoke become im-
bedded in the varnish, actually forming a part of the coat-
ing, so that when you undertake to clean the car you must
use soda or soap strong enough to cut the varnish before you
succeed in removing the dirt. Cars should be washed well
with a brush and water at the end of every trip: this only
will obviate the difficulty, and these repeated washings will
harden the varnish as well as increase its lustre. We know
that m washing a car, where soap is required to remove the
dirt and smoke, it is almost impossible to get the soap washed
oft clean, and if it is not quite impossible, the hot sun and
ram

111
acton l

}
le varnish and very soon destroy it. Cars

should be taken in and revarnished at least once in twelve
months; and if done once in eight months, this is better
for them, and they will require only one coat

; but where
they run a year, they will generally need two coats. Those
varnished during the hot months will not stand as well as
if done at any other time. Painting done in extreme cold
weather, or in a cold shop, is more liable to crack than if
done in warm weather.

Paint dried in the shop, where there is a draught of dry

The Eckstein White Lead Co. ’s

worth the extra price charged for it

Coach and Car ” lead is

J
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air passing through it, will stand better than that dried by
artificial heat; and you will find, by giving it your atten-
tion, that work which has failed to stand, and that cracked
or scaled, was invariably painted in the winter season or in

damp, wet weather. I have paid some attention to this

matter, and know the result.

SUNDRY MATTERS.
BLACKBOARDS.

To make a blackboard, for white crayons, take shellat
varnish, use this as you would oil, and finely powdered drop
black for a pigment; mix well and apply quickly and without •

laps, several coats; thin out, if necessary, with alcolol. This
of itself makes a blackboard, but some recommend a little ;

finely powdered pumice-stone mixed in with the black!
When it is thoroughly hard, rub down lightly until smooth!
enough with lump pumice-stone and water; if rubbed tool
thin in spots, coat it again and rub.

GOLD PAINT.

Bronzing for decoration is generally employed now as

paint is used. Get the bronze powder (French gold leaf

powder is the best). This is the pigment for a fluid to mix'
it: take one-fourth of extra light hard oil finish and three-i

fourths of turps, mix, and use as required. Do not mix much;
at once, as it dries quickly.

CARE OF BRUSHES.

Keep varnish brushes in oil, washing them out before
using in benzine, and rubbing this out dry on an old board,

jKeep paint brushes in water hardly deep enough to cover
-i

the bristles, and in a trough of this form : two slanting sides
\

and a bottom lined with tin. In =

a shop for ten men this may be i

about io feet long, 4 in. deep, and j

12 in. across. In winter use a

strong brine, as it will not freeze. Brushes kept in it should
be washed out before using.

For Coach and Car work, use The Eckstein White Lead
Co.’s “ Coach and Car ” brand.
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STAINS.
[From the Painters’ Magazine and Coach Painter.]

Darkening Mahogany.— To darken mahogany with adeep tint, and yet keep plenty of color, a small amount ofchromate of potash may be melted in a quart of water, and
applied with a piece of woolen cloth.

Walnut Stain — Genuine powdered Vandyke brown ismixed with a small amount of pearlash in cold water bvheating it until it becomes a paste, and a quart of boiling
water gradually poured on and stirred. Also apply witha piece of woolen cloth.

^ y

Fine Brown Stain.—

T

his may be obtained by diluting
the walnut stain with three times its volume of water.
Black Stain.—

A

n extract of log-wood, obtained by boil-
ing it three hours m water, is to be applied hot, making
a red stain. Coat this over with vinegar that has stood
three hours in a jar, with rusty nails at bottom, and youhave your black. J

Rosewood.—Grain with above vinegar.
Brown Oak—

T

he walnut stain as described, diluted to
the shade required, will serve for brown oak.
Birch —A good imitation of birch is obtained by a solu-

tion of chromate of potash.

O'E'—Red Oil for mahogany is got by simmering
linseed oil into which alkanet root has been thrown. The
oil must be closely watched.

Oak Overgraining.—Vandyke brown, ground in water,
is placed on a plate, with a basin of stale beer beside it • the
pencil overgrainer is dipped in the beer, and then the’ tips
of hairs into the water-color. The tips are drawn lightly
from top to bottom of the panel, in straight lines, over the
combings. The mottler is then brought into requisition for
broader veins and for knots, and whilst the color is still wet
the badger softener. To prevent “cissing,” go over all the
grain with a sponge dipped in a thin paste of whiting or
Fuller's earth.

Pine STAmma—Many excellent stains of pine may be
obtained by using the ordinary graining colors, Vandyke
brown, raw and burnt sienna

, ultramarine blue, etc., applied

f&iT'Very little of the Boiled OH now on the market is pure.
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with a brush, without previous preparation, and then wiped
off with a cloth— a method that brings out clearly the grain
or marks of the wood, which, in pitch pine, now being ex-
tensively used for fittings, are often extremely beautiful. A
better method for general work, French polish being ordi-

narily too expensive, is, where dark oak or mahogany stains

are not wanted, light varnishes, of which two coats are to
be applied. The glue size with which the work is first

coated, in order to till up the pores of the wood, should not
be too thick, as in that case it is liable to crack.

TO TEST THE PURITY OF WHITE LEAD.
The following is an infallible and simple commercial test

of the purity of White Lead.

Take a piece of firm, close-grained charcoal, and near one
end of it scoop out a cavity about half an inch in diameter
and a quarter of an inch in depth. Place in the cavity a

sample of the lead to be tested, about the size of a small
pea, and apply to it continuously, the blue or hottest part of

the flame of the blow-pipe; if the sample be strictly pure, it

will, in a very short time, say in two minutes, be reduced to

metallic lend, leaving no residue
;
but if it be adulterated,

even to the extent of ten per cent, only, with oxide of zinc,

sulphate of baryta, whiting or any other carbonate of lime

(which substances are now the only adulterations used,) or

if it be composed entirely of these materials, as is sometimes
the case with cheap lead, it can not be reduced, but will re-

main on the charcoal an infusible mass.

Dry White Lead (carbonate of lead) is composed of me-
tallic lead, oxygen and carbonic acid, and when ground with
linseed oil, forms the White Lead of commerce. When it

is subjected to the above treatment, the oil is first burned
off, and then at a certain degree of heat, the oxygen and
carbonic acid are set free, leaving only the metallic lead

from which it was manufactured. If, hovrever, there be

present in the sample, any of the above-mentioned adulter-

ations, they can not, of course, be reduced to metallic lead,

and can not be reduced by any heat of the blow-pipe flame,

to their own metallic bases
;
and, being immediately incor-

porated and ground with the carbonate of lead, they pre-

vent it from being reduced.

Avoid the use of Boiled OH as much as possible.
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It is well, after blowing upon the sample, say, half a min-
ute, by which time the oil will be burned off, to loosen the
sample from the charcoal with a knife-blade or spatula, in

order that the flame may pass under as well as over and
against it. With proper care the lead will run into one but-
ton, instead of scattering over the charcoal, and this the
reason why the cavity above mentioned is necessary. A
.common star candle or a lard oil lamp furnishes the best

flame for use of the blow-pipe; a coal oil lamp should not
be used.

By the above test, after a little practice, so small an adul-

teration as one or two per cent, can be detected
;

it is, how-
ever, only a test of the purity or hnpurity of a lead, and if

found adulterated, the degree or percentage of adulteration
can not be

%
well ascertained by it.

Jewelers usually have all the necessary apparatus for

making the test, and any one of them can readily make it

by observing the above directions, and from them can be ob-
tained a blow-pipe at small cost.

If you have no open package of the lead to be tested, a
sample can most easily be obtained by boring into the side
or top of a keg with a gimlet, and with it taking out the
required quantity; care should be used to free it entirely
•from the borings or particles of wood, and it should not be
larger than the size mentioned.; a larger quantity can be re-

duced, but, of course, more time will be required, and the
experiment can not be so neatly performed.
Although the above description is necessarily somewhat

lengthy, this test is really very simple, and any one can very
soon learn to make it with ease and. skill.

FELIX McARDLE, Analytical Chemist,

St. Louis, Mo.

H f CLEANING PAINTED WALLS.
To clean walls well, two men are usually required, one

to follow the other; the danger of streaking or spotting is

by this means largely avoided. A stretch of from three to

tour feet wide is as much as should be begun at a time. This
should be wettedfirst with clear water, using a sponge for the

purpose; afterwards follow with a suds (made by dissolving

castile soap in warm water), using to apply it a calcimine

liT Walls painted with the “ Phoenix brand ” of Pure White

Lead clean beautifully year after year.
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brush, scrubbing slightly. After the dirt has been softened
by this means, scrub with a preparation made as follows : i

Castile soap, brown, shaved thin i lb.

Whiting 2 lbs.

Water ^ gal.

Boil the soap and water together and then stir in the
whiting. When cold, dip the brush into mixture and scrub.

Finally sponge off thoroughly with perfectly clear water and
wipe down with a wet chamois skin.

Avoid using so much water or suds as to cause it to run
down and streak or splatter any uncleaned portion.

Be careful to scrub lightly, no harder than is absolutely

necessary to remove the dirt.

On the final washing-off see that the water is perfectly
clean

,
renewing often for the purpose.

Begin a stretch at the bottom and work upwards.

N O T R S .

ROUGH STIPPLE FOR COMBING.

“Rough stipple” is made by mixing equal portions of

each, White Lead, Plaster Paris (New York best
)
and Zinc

White
,
with oil and turpentine {halfand half

)
and then adding

enough fapan dryer to make the mixture adhere on a wall with-

out running or sagging. This stuff should be applied with a

brush to a surface in as thick a consistency as possible ; that

is, as thick as it can be worked with a brush; if thicker is

desired use a trowel. Immediately after having been ap-

plied, this material will take the impression of any form de-

sired, the same as wax, or it can be “ combed ” into straight

or wavy lines, scrolls, etc., which, when harmoniously
colored, gives effects very pleasing and decorative.

STIPPLING (see page 50).

Paint is stippled immediately after it has been applied, using

for the purpose a brush made expressly for the work, called

a stippling brush. This brush is about four inches wide by

The “Phoenix brand ” of Pure White Lead, being very

tenacious, is especially well adapted for combing.
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eight long, and having bristles from three to five inchesm length.

The man with the stippling brush follows the one doing
I

j

Panting and strikes thefresh covered surface all over with
I face of the brush

,
thereby giving to it (the paint) a

I
appearance, like pebbled leather. This stippling

|
shoulcl be done evenly and carefully, care being taken that

§
every portion of the surface is struck. To do good work the

|
stippling brush must be kept clean. It should be washed

|
out in benzine at least twice while doing a room, besides
being given an additional washout in warm water and soap
when the job is finished. It should be hung up to dry.

PAINT (page 44). In breaking up old and
j

Packages begin the operation with the addition of but
little oil atfirst.

Old lead is better than that which has been freshly
- ground. It takes longer to break it up, but the extra

f

f
quality of the paint obtained pays for the extra time spent

• in mixing it.

Being tough, the “Phoenix brand ” of Pure White Lead
stipples well.
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© KEY. ©
USE THE PUREST AND BEST COLORS.

A.—Phoenix White Lead. K.—Lamp Black. ‘

B.—Lemon Chrome.

C.—Yellow Ochre.

D.—Orange Chrome.

E.—Burnt Sienna.

E.—Vermillion.

G.—Venetian Red.

H.—Golden Ochre.

I.—Raw Umber.

E*—Burnt Umber. ^
M.—Ultramarine Blue.

]>{ •—Cobalt.

O.—Emerald Green, i

(Paris).

P.—Tuscan Red.

Q.

—Carmine.

Raw Sienna.

J*—Green.
: »

EXAMPLE,,:
No. 7 is a Cream .Color. The Base is marked A, I

which is Phoenix White Lead. The next important r

element is C,‘ which is Yellow Ochre. The next is F,

which is Vermillion.

Note.—A good article of Venetian Red will often take t

the place of Vermillion, and for outside work, for several 1

reasons, it is better, and in combination with a good Yellow* [

it will often answer in place of Orange Chrome. And so,
j

Brandon Yellow, Brandon Red, Lamp Black and White will

produce all the Umber tones.

f&^TThe base of all the following colors is the “ PH(ENIX

BRAND ” of Pure White Lead.







French Grey A. F. M. K.

Light Old Gold A. H. J.

4





2





Terra Cotta A. E. K.

Citrine A. D. J.

Salmon A. G. E.

' * *• — * ' * • - sX -' ** ' •- a wir itfiyiTftfgnrrtlTSnf

Myrtle j . M. K. A.

.





4

Old Gold H.A.E.d.

Lavender A. M. F. K.





5

Russet A. F. D. M.

18

19

20

A





Straw A. C.

Dove A. G. L.

Tally Ho A. C. G. K. J.

Myrtle A. J. M. K.

i









8

Light Slate A. F. M. J.

Mastic A. C. G. K.

Lavender A. F. M. K.

Light Russet A. D. G. K.

29

30

31

32





9

Turquoise Blue A. N. 0.

Mauve A, G. C. K.

Light Old Gold A. H. J.

Slate drab A. F. M. d.

33

34

35

36

A







w







12

45

46

47

48

,





Russian Grey A. F. M. K.





Pompian Red





Olive C. J. L. A.

Ecru A. F. M. D.

Olive A. C. K. J.





16

14





n





18





/9



r



Amber Brown £ D. L. K A

Brown Stone A. C. E. K.

Crimson F. Q. A.



... . - ..... - ? . S&&



Bismarck
E. L. D. A.

Light Emerald Green





Gazell° P. G. A. K.





Emerald

Light Olive

Chocolate





24

Russian Grey p, p /\

Ashes cf Roses R, K. A.

Red Slate G. A. E.





Russet Green A. J D.

Light Old Gold A. H. J.





26

Z'l



h. I





Zi&Ls



28

Olive Drab Q. J. £ £ /\

Plum Brown £ £ m /j

Dregs of Wine p p ^



n'*w~
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